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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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United Press International

In Our 111st Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 8, 1970

American Dead In Vietnam
Passes 40,000 Last Week
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Testing Of Air
Pollution Will
Start In Paducah
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James Ray Injured
In Battery Explosion

Increasing Pressures May Keep General
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Forecast Shows No
Break In Weather

PADUCAH, Ky. en —
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
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ZARAGOZA, Spain - Police Capt. Armando Suarez, in command
of a detail surrounding a plane at the airport, advising a skyjacker
to surrender:
"If the hijackers give themselves up, they may get a few years
In prison. If the smallest ace4dent happens to the passengers or the
crew, the hijackers will be sho
claw."
HOUSTON - V'anceOyania,rortnJiIslnveatigat1onof a piece
of moon rock:
"We conclude WM this sample that there was no viable life
present."
UNDATED - Football Commissioner Pete lierlassidle,
crib
a conversation with New York Jets quarterback Joe Nemeth about
reports linking Namath to a sports gambling scandal:
"I don't recall his first reaction to the conversation, except
it was something like 'Ott, here we go again.'"
TIL AVIV - The newspaper Haaretz, commenting on Israeli
attacks that came within 20 miles of Cairo:
"The proximity of the targets to Cairo... should demonstrate
to the Egyptian public to what extent Cairo itself is vulnerable."

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax' matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. .The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
employment tax, should Sched-

By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Jan. 8,
the 8th day of 19'70 with 357
more to follow.
The moon Is new.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Saturn.
On this day in pistory:
In 1815 Gen, Andrew Jackson
won the Battle of New Orleans,
killing some 700 British troops.
In 1867 Congress approved
legislation providing suftragc
for Negroes in the District of
Columbia,
In 1918 President Wilson
presented his 14-point plan for
Congress, which
peace to
turned It down.
In 1963 the first session of the
88th Congress opened. It did not
adjourn until Dec. 30.

New Lakes
For State
In 19708

Q) I'm a full-time college ule T be sent in with the re-

student and think I will get a turn.
tax refund, if I don't have to
By Trudy Laing
count a $750 scholarship as
Q) I rent out some land to a
isvmme. Is it income?
farmer nearby. Do I include
FRANKFORT, Ky.- Kentucky
A) Scholarships are gener- the rents I receive as farm or
Is moving ahead in the 70's in
ally not taxable and do not rental income?
the construction of lakes rehave to be reported for tax
A) Enter the rents you re- sulting from it's Small Lakes
purposes. Since there are
man.), different types of schol- ceive from your land on 'Development Program,
The residents of Jackson Counarships, you will want to Schedule E, as rental income,
cheek with the organisation and attach it to your Form ty have a new 90-acre water
that gave Lou the scholarship 1040 when you file.
supply and recreational lake cooUnless there is material
to see if they have, informastructed at a cost of $420,000.
participation
.
in
the
business
tion on its tax status.
•
of farming, the rents you re- Named Tyner Lake, it will im.'
ceive are not considered farm pound the winter rains for Ettere
Q) Why did IRS drop the income.
use.
BACK TO TRIAL
short form 1644A?
Designed by the eigineering

Pro GI
With I

By JO,

Since nes
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINS

MEMORIALS
Porter White • Meneiper
Ill Maple St.
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Today darts Sat.

--A thought for the day: James
Russell Lowell said, "Then it is
the brave man who chooses,
while the coward stands aside."

diktVa.

AilltAAVE

Seated in a
wheelchair as he leaves a
Division
of
Water,
of
the
staff
A) One' important reason_
Q1 Are there any tax benehospital in 9hicago aftei a-was to make it easier for tax- fits roe those 65 and over? I'll the new reservoir is located 5-day stay for
treatment of
payers to claim all the cred- be able to file that way this a few miles south of McKee.
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
acute bronchitis, yippie leadits, deductions and exclusions year.
Getting up nights, burning fr
Jewell Graham, director of er
Abbie Hoffman was reor scanty flow, leg or BACKACHE
they were entitled to under
of
Division
Water,
,the
said
a
may warn of functional kidney disA) Yes, there are several
turned to his trial on charges
the tax laws. In recent years
orders—"Danger Ahead." Give •lift
will
similar
lake
years
be
coastructed
benefits
for those 65
of allegedly conspiring to in- - with gentle BUKETS (take only 3
more and more taxpayers
tabs a day), FLUSH KIDNEYS. RE1970 in Metcalfe County.
have-found it to their advan- age and over. For exaniple, during
cite riots during the NationGULATE PASSAGE. Your 48c back
if not pleased In IS hours. NW At
tage to itemize deductions as there is an extra $10'• exemp- , Final engineering plans are comal Democratic Convention.
tion
for age, and special pro- plete and bids On the construeHollend Drug Co.
their income increased:
visions
coverim'sthe sale of a tion will be taken in the spring
The new Form LW is one
Cost Of the Metcalfe County lake
basic page and actually calls ,personal swfaence.
ptTiiprirt.S.AP-4011.0 _ill IN.
he_ shsred with the Depart.
...Saa-Oeet-aboat,-414-aame--iaa-A-r-4
,
formation that had to be en- Ica • n 66- Tax Benefits for ment of Fish and Wildlife,
er Americans. Send a post
tered on the front and back
Approximately eight more
of the old card form. Over 30 card to' your District I:Erecter lakes are in the works for the
or a ree copy.
million returns will n
next several years.
thkosie-page, Form I04 to be
A total of 20 lakes have been
complete, while ,another 22
In lint scrren
mag,nifictlit
constructed with funds from the
million``-will''bait to - attach
DAVID 0 SELZNICKb'
Small Lakes Development Pro.
only one )tdditional schedule.
AHI /0,1 MO
i
- MENTAL

APPLE PIE

LOS ANG1

nold Palmer
who play gt
sometimes j
the annual pi
first round a
Angeles opt
they're shoo
total of $7 mi
Palmer III
and the courl
tight par 36
hlyout - and
'times. Of cc
number of o
pions and
give him an
prize of $20,0
Among ox
hope to get
on the wheel
new year am
scrappy No.
Bruce Cramp
who now pla

College

„r:-

By United F

* TODAY *
thru Saturday

COpies of the
hedules
'taxpayers will most • ely
need were incloded in the
package mailed, to some 75
million taxpayers.

'

HEALTH
MATTERS

now you can SEE
anything-yin want
MA at,..

gram since its inception in 1951.

of course, provide treatment or
medical advice by mail. But we
can furnish general informaNational Institute
tional material out mental illof Mental Health •
ness and direct you to known
• organizations in communities
Stattlex F. Yolles, M.
•I and states, such as medical soLEDGER & TIMES PILE
Q) I got married in DogmaDirector,..
: victim, mental Itealth'and public
beg. Can my wife and I ilk a
health departmenti, voluntary
joint return for 1969?
mental health associations, menArmy PFC- Thomas C . Reeves, son oiShir. and Mrs. A. V.
A) Yes, if you are married
tal health associations, mental
Do?
To
What
;Z.,
Reeves, Dexter, recently participated with the 8th Division's on the last day of your tax
health centers, and others.
year, you can file a joint re18th Infantry in a field training exercise in Germany.
Have you ever wondered"1..,.,..
"What Is A Man Worth" was the question posed yesterday turn. Yourr-Isrife then cannot
what you should do irt_tistfe YOU
to the Murray Rotary Club by Julian Evans, Rotarian and speaker be claimed as a dependent on -or a relative or friend should
the return of another taxturn .up With what you think .
In the day.
payer.
may be a mental-'illness?
Robert K. B•111111111 be guest soloist on the next of a series
Here are some helpful point,
of hall-hour organ programs being presented by John C. Winter.
Q) Does the new tax form
ers and.general guidelines. Thal'
Nola &aged was honored on his 90th birthday with a dinner
in
make
the'
way
any
difference
may him you in the.right direcat the homt of his daughter, Mrs. Levi Beasley.
a farmer handles his credit for
tion. They can assist you in get'
gas used on the farm?
ting started down the road to
help.
A) No, the gas tax credit
should be claimed as it has in
The main point is to rememthe past by attaching Form
ber that something can be done
4136. The amount of credit
about almost every case of
LEDGER & TIMES MA
claimed should be entered on
illness that exists or that is
line 21 of Form 1040.
just beginning. Whether it's you
or SORICOnt else, you owe it to
An emergency rescue squad for Calloway County came nearer to
yourstlf to get this help.
surcharge
Q) What is the
becoming a reality last night when Fire Chief William 0. Spencer
Where can you find it?
do
you
called together a representative group Of cifizens at the VFW Hall. rate for 1969 and how
Sources for -help to fit every
figure it?
Ray Mofield of Hardin and Paducah has been elected president
case are not always easy to find.
A) The income tax sirr" ..But there are individuals and
of the Murray State Alumni Association.
1969.
percent
for
is
10
charge
Dr. and Mrs. Robert James Stubblefield of Louisville have been
organizations to turn to in the
the guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr. Tax- snrchargw-tables are in- . beginning, if you do not already
cluded in the tax packages
knovr'svhere to go.
"Large chunks of ice falling off frees and wires", from th
and can be found on page Tcolumn, "Seen & Heard Around Murray".
1. These tables show the ' Among tftese'are.the
ing:
Your physician, if you have
amount of surcharge based on
one. Or you may contact the
the. amount of tax liability
local medical pciety for sugand your filing status.
gestions.
Remember that Schedule T, Your clergyman (Sr. if you
the tax computation schedule,
are not affiliated with a religious
will be just a worksheet for
group, the local clergymen's
And whosoever was not found written In the book of life was
most taxpayers and need not
be sent in with the Form 1040.
council, which you might
ll
Into the lake of fire.- Revelation 20:15.
any minister about.
At the Judgment Seat of Christ, one will find that having his Only if the taxpayer claims'a
special credit such as retireThe mental health derNirt-.
name on the rolls of a local church is less important•than ha
ment income, investment or
ment
the community, or the
it recorded in the book of life in heaven!
foreign tax, or has to pay selfpublic health department if
there is none, specifically for
mental health.
The mental health assixialion in the community If there
is no local chapter. the heAlth
department possibly can give
you the address of the statt
sociation,
• Finding these may Mkt dig24Back
JahlialVy 1869, a Colored
founding, early in January, a medium of furging, letter writing, or calling
98-E ..ational Convention had been held
ther protest, The New Era, with sons I..ew is
on your part.- If you think that'
and Frederick as helpers.
-aa-Washiaistaav--wina--Fasiderk,Ir. Douglass an
we can help you, write to the
president. The delegates had evidence our
-CLARK KINNAIRD
National Institute of Mental X
thanseface a new era.was indeed at hindHealth. c/o Mental Health MatTheir -roseate hopes were blackened Wen'
ters, Chevy Chase, Maryland
'First, John Willis Menard, elected In Lou-.
20015.
isiana over a white ran for an' unexpired
We may not know of specifie
term in the 40th Congress, loot Mit:. ppe
sources of mental health help
white. Caleb Mint, contested .the, retools.
in your community and cannob
The "louse of Representatives simply voted
against seating of either. Ironically, h(enard,_
a native of Illinois, had been the first Negro
, to hold a. Government clerkship in WashingCollege chaplains
ton. He had, gone to New Orleans as a U.S.
'WASHINGTON (UPI)
Customs Inspector.
.
Next., representations were made ta the
craft unions which had a combined memberFull-time cnaplains, or, campus
ship of some 300,000-mostly artioniat a
..isastors will be assigned to
population of 30,000.000 - for admissions of
Seventh -day
Adventist
Negroes. Negroes who made a plea to a
• universities and colleges to cope
union conclave in Ohio got no satisfaction.
with growing unrest among
The new XIV Amendment 'to the Constitustudents, according to officials
tion forbade States, not unions or employers!,
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society Msgatheredor the denomination.
to abridge the -privileges, of individuals Withmateriel-ler this Edition for many months: Many
out reference„to race or castor.
So in December 1869, a Colored National
people throughout the area contributed material.
'Ile action will affect 12
Labor Union was organized at Washington.
.colleges operated by the church
Time dal not permit the use of some material which
Frederick Douglass' own spa, a skilled workin North America. Officials.,,z
er at the Gosiernment Printing ,Office' at
the
Sodiety h4pes to use at later date This 124 page
not
bill
chaplain
the
be
Washington, had been denied membership
employed by the college but will
Edition is in newspaper form with advertising- from
In the Typographical Union. The . organized
be. Assigned .by the conference
step taken by Negro craftsmen hopefully,
area businesses. Several hundred pictures and several
"responsible for the institution.
was followed by 'founding by Negro PhYld-,
Frederick
glass in his sixties. Ile married
clans of the National Medic-al Monist y of the
hundred thourr words are used in the edition to
This, they said, will
at sitt)-sesen young. white Helen Pitts. This
Distrkl of Columbia, in protest against the
produced criticism of him. Dumilass. unruf- 'chaplain to devote his full time
tell
a portion of the history of iheseight county area.
Jini.Cron• practices of the pretelent medical
fled, professed impartiality. Ills first *He,
to spiritual counseling and
society if the District.
Much
of the material is new and the enturrednional,
the
color of my mother, and
he said, "was
direction of religious activities.
Douglass. indowittribrif fighter...tor Negro.
Ike second the caviar of my farther." The lat.. They 'feel that if the college
the
-largest volume in one edition *covering the
'Tights for, thirty- years. turned resolutely to
•
ter N
-SEirylander.
• •
employs the chaplain there
Purchase ever compiled.
...Might be a tendencyjpjut
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Pro Golf Tour Begins Today
With First Round Of LA Open
By JOE ST. AMANT

Vlarble
ks

Li-Dbis

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-. Arnold Palmer and. 137 other guys
who play golf for money and
sometimes just for fun begin
the annual pro tour today in the
first round of the $100,000 Los
Angeles Open and this year
they're shooting for a record
total of $7 million in purses.
Palmer likes the L.A. Open
and the course -Rancho Park's
Igght par 36-35-71 6,821-yard
Ilyout -and he's won it three
times. Of course there are a
number of other'
former chain, pions and youngsters who'll
give him an argument for first
• prize of $20,000„
Among those on hand who
hope to get off to a good start
on the wheel of fortune for the
new year are Dave Hill, the
scrappy No. 2 money-winner
Bruce Crampton, the Australian
who new Plays out of Dallas,

THURSDAY --JANUARY S. 1970

Dallas, Denver
Win Last Night

Tex., and won $1118,955 in 1969;
Gene Littler, the 39-year-old
Rolls Royce fancier, who was
No. 6 with $112,737; Tony
Jacklin, the up and coming
British Open champion; Orville
Moody, who came out of
nowhere (the U.S. Army) to
take the U.S. Open in 1969; and
handsome, Moody Ray Floyd,
one of golf's most eligible
bachelors
home
took
who
(wherever it was) $109,956 last
year, steady Billy Casper and
flashy Tom Shaw.
Only a few of the big name
pros were missing for the
opening event of the year. The
No, 1 raeney-winner F
Beard ($175,223) was a lastminute dropout. He decided to
stay at his old Kentucky home
in Louisville and help his wife
care for their three childrendown with the flu.

Racers Top Parsons

Dallas and Denver came
away with important victories
the free throw line
Murray State, piayiag over per cent
Wednesday night in an Ameri- half the game' with its reserve Persons had a 44.4 per cent
can Basketball Association dou- team, ran over Parsons College field goal average and hit 15
bleheader at Los Angeles involv- of Fairfield, Iowa, Met night of 21 free throws for an avering the four teams in the chase 98-79.
age of 71.4 per cent_
The Racers had five players
Murray State now boasts a
for second place in the Western
to score in the double-figure record of 10 wins and 2 losses
Division.
Dallas, behind Glen Combs' bracket, led by Murray pivot. overall and the Racers lead
30 points, edged Los Angeles, man Claude Virden with 19. the OVC with a 3-0 conference
114-112, after Denver used Bill Ford led Parsons' scoring record.
Score IV tia/V••
Larry Jones' 39 points to beat with 22 points,
Mimeo took an early first
47 51-98
Murray State
Washington, 129-118, and extend
Persons College 34 45-79
the Rockets' winning streak to half lead with about six minutes into the game, and at one
Scoring
nine games.
Streety 8,
In the only other ABA action, point the scoring margin wid- Murray (98)
New York, with Sonny Dove ened to as much as 29 points Young 12, Riley, Steverson 2,
Funneman 9, Virden 19, Willeading the way with 27 points, between the two teams.
Behind Virden in the scoring son, 8, Williams 8, Bloating 14
defeated Pittsburgh, 133-124.
for Murray were Ron Johnson 14, Mancini 11.
The results of the doublehead- columns
Johnson with 14, Jimmy Young Parsons (79) - Hamilton
er at Los Angeles left Dallas in
with 12 and Bill Mancini and
Robinson 16, Breen
second place, 3/
1
2 games behind Hector Blondet with 11 apiece. Lambaugh,
8, Idstein 5, Deiders 20, ,liXordlt
New Orleans and l'/2 games
•
The Racers bit 49.4 per cent 22. Philips 7.
ahead of Denver.
from the field and averaged 87

•

ero
%re

SPORTS

Other absentees were Jack
Nicklaus and Gary Player who
la**4
don't care to start this early
14HW
on
the annual ,tournament
grind.
SteveSpray, the 29-year-old
Iowan who won the 1969 San
By United Press International Francisco Open, was low pro In
the pro-amateur phase Wednesday, shooting a cool 66, five
Maryland 83 West Vir. 76
under par. His 66 was good for
Penn St. 61 Seton Hall 52
"Georgia-Tech 96'CUM-soli 84
Pros who shot 68s on a clear,
Notre Dame 91 Fordham 76
risp
day were Phil Rodgers,
Ark. St. 88 Ky...Wesleyan 84
e 1962 L.A. Open champion;
Yngstwn. 98 Kenyon 82
LAFAYETTE Ind, (UPI)harles Sifford, the defending
Muskingum 71 Mt. Union 67
Bob De Moss, the "dean" of the By United Press International Carr's 29 points spurred Notre
hampion; Bob- Lunn; and Bob
DePaul Ill. 73 Xavier 71
Purdtie assista 11.1-football
Dame to a 91-76 triumph over
urphy. They each collected
MIT 87 WPI 61
coaches, appears to be the Leave it to
Rick
Kattiet man
For dham;
300.
Lefty.
Springftd. 88 Vermont 86
leading candidate to. succeed
That's the battlecry at the tallied 24 points for Duke as the
At 69(good for $166.67) were
NYU 85 Wagner 57
Jack ' Mollenkopf, who an- University of Maryland whose Blue Devils edgerWake Forest,
Howie Johnson, Tom Shaw, NEW ORLEANS (UPI)_A
LaSalle 108 Syracuse 101
nounced Wednesday he was attempts at reviving its bruised 78-72, in overtime; and Florida
By JOHN G. GRIS:FIN
Dale Douglass, Miller Barber, close liaison now
Colgate 78 Boston U. 72
beat
last
week
don't tise- ritifing as head coach after 14
exists between
and battered basketball for- used Earl Findley's 20 points to
UPI Sports Editor
Rhode Is. 88 Holy Cross 87, o.t. George Archer, Lie Trevino, football
zone, most of the other AF seasons.
Cbmmissioner Pete
tunes
began last March when defeat Alabama, 79-70,
Dick Crawford, Dick Lotz, and Roselle and James
Virginia 81 Vir, Tech 71
teams do, so we're used to it.'
H. Bricklet,
Purdue Athletic Director Guy the Terrapins hired head Coach
Elsewhere, Vftlanova whipped
NE ORLEANS(UPI)- The
Tom Aaron.
DePaul 73 Xavier, 0. 71
But
Vikings'
Coace.
Bu
attorney for Eastern
"Red" Mackey said shortly
Charles "Lefty" Friesell away Fairfield, 87-59; LaSalle out.
slick tricks of the '70s against Grant also is quite willIng to
In the best ball, Bob Dickson Michigan, where
Lehigh 77 Delaware 61
a
major the
after Mollenkopf announced his from Davidson College.
lasted Syracuse, 108-101; Miami
meaf-and-potatoes of in mach zone-against-variety.
headed a pro-amateur team gambling investigation
Hofstra 67 Temple 63
is taking
retirement in Honolulu that Driesell inherited a team that of Ohio topped Kent State, 61'60sthat's
the
"We
way
that
-t
scored
a low of 55. He place.
Coact
hink it is the best present staff members will be
Shepard 92 Salem 90
47; Dan McLemore's field goal
Hank Strain of the Kansas Cl defense for
collected $400. His amateur
Miami, 0. 61 Kent St, 47
this type of given "careful consideration" in won only eight of 24 games last
Rozelle arrived here Wednesseason but slow and steady with 12 seconds left gave
partners were Dr. Fred Barry, day evening for Sunday's Super Chiefs views Sunday's Super offense," explained Grant. "It
Villanova 87 Fairfld. 50
the appointment of a successor. Improvement in the current Bowling Green a 68-67 victory
Harry
Is a team defense and basically
Mt, St. Mary's 102 Bait. 82
Newman and
Fred Bowl championship game be- Bowl clash between his s
. Mackey then said he hoped to varsity was much in evidence over Wittenberg; Ho fstr a
and
the
tough
Minnesota
"relieves
Wilson.
Duke 78 Wake Forest, (et.
individuals
of
tween the Minnesota Vikings
make a recommendation for a Wednesday night when Mary- knocked off Temple, 67-63;
Murphy's team turned in a 57 and the Kansas City Chiefs.
S.W. Mo, 92 Evansville 73
dual opponents."
He Vikings.
successor to the Purdue Boar land beat West Virginia, 83-76. Pena State defeated Seton Hall,
The
Chiefs,
champions
and that meant another $350 for revealed that he and
of the Although there was some
Murray 98 Parsons 79
Brickley
of Trustees "with dispatch." Rod Horst, a bulky 6-foot-6, 61-52; Colgate downed Boston
American
Football L
him. Sifford also collected had conferred
excitement at the training T
Florida 79 Alabama 70
by phone on the
h e "dispatch" apparently 225-pounder, led the Terrapins' University, 78-72; and Rhode
camps over Dawson's involveMass. Tech 87 Wrcstr. Tech 61 additional money -$300 -for report that the federal probe in feature "maybe 30 or
meant Purdue would like to attack with 26 points as Driesell Island tripped Holy Cross, 88%.1
different
sets
in
their
his team's best ball of 58.
off
No. Car. 78 Ho. Car. St. 69
ment
with
a
figure
in
the
Detroit would call five .pro
have a new head coach in time used only five players for the 87, in overtime.
football players, including Len in the estimation of quarter- current gambling inv4stigation, for „ a national meeting of
Georgia Tech beat Clemson,
entire game and each scored in
Lennie Dawson. back
attention
switched to game
Dawson, quarterback for the
double figures, to raise their 96-84; Virginia defeated VirgiOn the other hand, th preparations. Just as' Dawson coaches next week.„,,,,
Chiefs.
De Moss in 1961 filled in for season
nia Tech, 81-71; DePaul nipped
record to 6-5.
The commissioner expressed Vikings, National Football had been hoping it would. "I an
Mollenkopf and West Virginia outscored Ma- Xavier, 73-71; and Southwest
ailing
League champions who will be hope my statement the other
pleasure that Brickley condirected Purdue to a 9-0 victory
34-32, in field goals but Missouri whipped Evansville,
firmed "he has no charges two touchdown favorites, rely night put an end to this over Iowa, marking the first ryland,
on just a few formations in situation," the Chiefs' quarterTerrapins committed only 92-73.
the
against any of the players" but
which execution is the impor- back said. "Now I want to shutout against the Hawkeyes eight fouls, allowing the Mounstressed that Brickley had not
tant
thing. Simple things done block it out of my mind In 79 consecutive games. For taineers eight points from the
By MILTONquicHMAN
saying be was innocent of any assured him that the players
in
a
simple way, but done so because I've got a lot of other the feat, De Moss was named free throw line compared to 19
UPI Sports Writer
wrongdoing despite the fact his would not be called to testify.
perfectly that they are irresis- things to worry about- namely ''Coach of the Week” by UPI. for the winners.
HETZEL TO START
name had been linked to a "Lots of people," Rozelle
The "dean" also served
North Carolina, the defending
table,
the Minnesota Vikings.
NEW ORLEANS „(UPI)-. This gambling investigation.
said, "are called to testify.
the
coach
in
head
acting
ACC champion, showed it is not
"There is no doubt that the
PHILADELPHIA (VPI) was the moment.
"Any questions about this?" .simply because they may be
four Igames of 1968 wh about to give up its title
Coach Jack Ramsay said today
The one the poets always asked Hank Stram, Kansas
e to supply spme informa- trend in recent years has <been
Mollenkopf was hospitaliz
without a fight as the fifth- Fred
simplicity trend- a 4-3
write about. The moment of City's coach, when Dawson was tion which would help the grand a
Hetzel • will be the
and won three of them.
ranked Tar Heels knocked off Philadelphia 76ers' fifth starter
truth,
Jury determine the guilt or defense and one or two
through.
Mollenkopf
retir
made
his
12th-ranked and previously unformations," said Stram, "1 JACKSON RESIGNS
Len Dawson, Kansas City's
Dead silence.
innocetice of the parties under
mein known in a telephon beaten North Carolina State, 78- if a severe back strain pf44116W-'
believe that the trend in the
forward Jim Washington from
cited quarterback, already.had "Any questions about any- investigation."
conversation
from Hawaii
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (UPI) aides in LaFayette. Moilealcopf 09. The victory was the 10th for playing against Seattle Friday
done what he had to by offering thing?" Stram added, employ- Rozelle also disclosed that he '70s will be a variety trend. In
North
Carolina against two night.
his side of the story to the ing a favorite expression of his. d spoken to -Joe Namath our league, - more and more - Bobby Jackson, a linebacker who four times has been a UP
losses.
pudic through the press and
"Yeah," boomed a voice in bout the matter, and the New teams have a variety 'offense coach at Florida State, has "Coach of the Week," will
Charley Scott, who paced the
other news media.
the back of the room,
room belonging York Jet quarterback's first and after the merger next year, resigned to become an assistant reach the normal retirement Tar'
Heels with 23 points, scored
more teams in the NFL will coach under Vince Gibson at
Now came what he consi- to E. J. Holub, the
240- reaction "was something like
He
said
July.
he
next
age of 65
four straight field goals late in
turn to variety because they'll Kansas State.
dered a more important func- pound center. "When are we Oh, here we go again.'"
decided against asking for a the second half to give North
tion. Explaining to his own gonna get our ticket to the
Other members of Rozelle's be playing against us."
RACING PROGRAM
waiver of retirement,
Carolina the lead which it
On
Sunday
Stram
and
Dawteammates, some of whom he game?"
tall contacted the three other
stall
with
in
protected
the
a
son
will
throw
an
intricate
had lived, played and worked
layers mentioned - Bill MunEstablishes Feeling
NEW
YORK (UP!)-. Monclosing minutes. Vann Williford
with the past eight years.
Holub's query did a lot more
n of the Detroit Lions, Karl offense at the Vikings, featurticello Raceway waS granted a
Wolfpack
20
the
with
topped
ing
even
such things as an "I"
This wasn't anything he had than break up the meeting. It weetan of the Les Angeles
127-thy,racing program for 1970,
PROVIDENCE(UPI)- Attorpoints.
Against them MINNEAPOLIS (UPI)- The
to do, rather it was something clearly established, without ams and Pete Lammons of formation.
by
tbe New York State Harness
ney Warren Small said he was
Minnesota
Vikings
routed
the
Bob Lanier tossed in 29 points
he wished to do.
bothering to put into words, the the Jets. Each player said they the Vikings will pit a zone CleVeland Browns, 27-7,
confident
Providence 'would and hauled down 24 rebounds In Racing Commission Wednesto
defense,
but
that
doesn't
bother
A Little Like 'Vaudeville
way the Kansas City players had no knowledge of the events
have an American Basketball helping fourtteranked St Bon- day. The upstate track opens
Stem because "although the capture the National Football
Leo Dawson got up to speak felt about their 34-year-old taking place in Detroit.
Association 'franchise next sea- aventure past outclassed Loyola,Its season April 30 and closes
League
champlonsilip.
Oakland Raiders, whom we
and his teammates, trying to quarterback.
the meeting Sept. 12,
a011,
of Baltimore, 96-52; Austin
sandpaper some of the edge off
They believed him, Completethe situation, treated the whole y and implicitly.
thing -alittle like a email piece
Jerry Mays, the veteran
of vaudeville,
defensive end, put it best.
They applauded Dawson loud"Nobody on the ball club has
ly. Too loudly in fact, as if the the slightest question about
were the principle speaker at a Lennis," he said.
banquet.
Jerry Mays says Len Dawson 13'y United Press International Association games, New York them by Earl Monroe,
to down
He knew he was being kidded ,is a world champion now- and
defeated San Francisco, 99-94,1he Pistons who held a 116-115
and took it well.
always will be with him-no
Not even
one of their and in a doubleheader at lead
with
1:20 remaining.
Then he read the very• sagie matter what happens against patented rallies I/could help the Boston
the Celtics test to Monroe topped the Bullets with
145-word statement to the the Minnesota Vikings this Cincinnati Royals Wednesday Atlanta,
' 112-106, after Bath- 28 points and Wes Unseid had
Chiefs that he had teed the super Sunday.
more had beaten Detroit, 121- 23. Jimmy Walker led Detroit
night.
night before to the media,
The Royals who had won 116.
with 31 points.
The Knicks, in boosting their
their last three games by
making up ' deficits of 19, 18, record to 35-9, saw a 15-point
and 15 points, respectively, fell lead disappear and were behind
29 points behind the Milwaukee by four points late in the third
Bucks. A third-Tatter . come- quarter before Dick Barnett,
- KNOXVILLE, Jan. 7.
back cut the Royals' deficit to Walt Frazier and Dave Deliuss. (Ali)•
-Tennessee's golf team •
nine before Milwaukee recov- there rallied the New Yorkers leti_Wednesday Or
Mobile to
ered and went on to score a In the final period. They each cointiet‘ in the Senior Bowl
138-119 victory.
scored six points in the fourth - golf tournament Thursday ane
Milwaukee, which has new quarter.
Friday. Coach 'Sid Ratfiele
GOODYEAR - SPECIAL
won 15 of Its last 18 games,
nett's 25 points topped the said George Cadle, Micke),
opened up an 88-59 advantage in Knicks, who posted their sixth Mabry, Alec Grapt„ Mack
the third quarter before CIIICiA• straight victory at San Francis- McCormick, ClafIr‘Mozur anc
heti, behind the 'Shading ?if co over a three-season period, --Mug Kenney will represem
-Fred Foster, moved to within Frazier ,tallied 21 while Jell the Vols in the 54-hole tourna95-86 late in the period, Mullise had 29 and Nate ment.
However a three-point play by Thurmond 23 for the Warriors
.,
and
Flynn '
Robinson sparked a
Boston managed to overconi,
CATARACT REMOVED
Bucks' spurt that gave'them a a 16-poix4 Atlanta lead an
112-88 lead and moved them Ott moved in front at 104403 with ;
ST. LOUIS (UP()- Defensive,
only 1:51- left to play, but the
of danger.
tackle Fred Heron of the St.
Pair
Robinson led the Bucks' Hawks then reeled off five
Louie Cardinals had a cataract
scoring -with 16 points while straight pants to wrap up their
rookie teammates Bob Dan- victory and up their lead in the removed from his right eye in
Wednesday. Heron had
Lew
and
dridge
Alcindor Western Division to 6'2 games. surgery
been
playing
with the ailment
chipped in with 31 and 27, Bill Bridges led Atlanta with 3C
respectively. Fdster paced the points ancl Lou Hudson added 25 all season.
Royals with 32 while high- while John Havlicek paced the scoring Oscar Robertson was Celtics with 28.
L. geeKLAND___(1s1P.11.2_,- Kansas
beid-tO 12 points.—
more scOred-the final siir-C14pait"Olata4-17:7;lot the
-it° E. vastero""••••i•ee,--,-'elpj,i 753-5417
in other National Basketball tots of the aarrie. four ,e Amuripin Football League title.

College Basketball
Scores

•

5

Chiefs' Len Dawson Finds New Orleans Cold And .Freezing
•
1.001.1..•

:lua
u%
•••
nE'S
RANT
GUTHRIE
Del,e

rltsts

Rozelle Has Close,
liason With U.S.
Attorney, Brickley

Super Bowl Viewed As "Slick
Tricks" Vs. "Meat,Potatoes"

.....

.....

De Moss In Line "Leave It To Lefty" Is
For Purdue Coach Of University OfMaryland

Sports Pdiade

•

Royals Lose To Milwaukee

Winter Specials !!
ELECTRIC HEATERS _ 10% OFF

00

AUTO_BA1TERIE,6_ $4.80 OFF L.
BATIERY -CABLES ___ $1.59 Pan ,
$7.6
SNOW-SLEDS
EMERUNGY CHAINS
Free Ice Scrapers

!MOREY'S

-AMP

—

GolfersAre Ready

American Sports Car
In Its Price Range

•
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Janeen Thompson Is Mrs..J. B. Burlkeess . •
Honored At Party
On First Birthday

111

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Miss Julie Janeen Thompson
was the guest of honor at her I
first birthday party held in the a
home of her paternal grandparents, Col. (Rat.) and Mrs. John 1
Thompson, on Wednesday, De- T.
cember 31, at three o'clock in gene
men got up and helped us
the afternoon.
A circus theme was carried
serve,"
throughout the house. The famThe girls also recalled that
ily room was converted into a
McCORMACK
passengers were never
PATRICIL
By
the
circus arena with wild animal
Several women's rights advo- demanding.
pictures on the windows and
cates wrote letters protesting
NEW YORK (UPI)-.All you
stuffed animals marching across
Multi-colored females who travel on planes, the "Discrimination." No law
hearth.
the
suits were filed, however, and English Popular
streamers and balloons decorat- take a bow,
the
e flights continued
until. hi Finland
An
all-male flight between
ed the ceiling.
started avoiding them.
* HELSINKI (UPI) - German
W111
'''
A slippery slide, teeter-totter, Newark, N.J. and Chicago car and a filled toy box be grounded next Wednesday - The "executive" flight logged is losing out to English in Finnish
kiddie
DEAR ABBY: Our 20-year-old daughter who attends a
furnished the entertainment for after 17 years. One reason: eight milline miles daring its schools
college in another state rang us up this morning to tell us
with 10,500 trips. While it lasted, it
In 1968, 71 per cent of the
thee event.
ales prefer traveling
that she and her boyfriend got married last night. They had
;.After -Janeen opened he r "sophiSticated women" rather was dreamy, The businessman students took English as their
planned to get married when they both finished college, but I -birthday presents the children
was encouraged to take off his foreign languate, compared with
than flying in an all-male
coat, loosen his tie, doff his 65 per cent le 1964.65._Only
guess they couldn't wait that king.
went into the dining room for atmosphere,
l- G-ennon.
I want to send our relatives fuel friends formal
refreshments. The circus theme
When the flights first started shoes and even puff on a pipe-28 pat cent otodinc
announcements of their marriage, but something just
was ',carried on with clews the executive plane _boasted or cigar. Pipes and cigars Before World War II, the main
hates bibs, tablecloth, and fav- load factors of 80 to 90 per aren't always welcome on first language was German.
occurred to me. What if they "had to" get married in a
ors. The centerpiece was a big cent. Two years ago United Air regular flights.
* • *
hurry?
COLORADO MOTHER
•
teddy bear cake which was bait- Lines Executive Flight went Carol Shumaker and Phyllis
Laurie,
now
instructors
at
..,_DEAR MOTHER: In that ease, send them airmail. ed by her mother, Mrs. Jehn into a load factor spin, dropping
United's stewardess school
•••
Thompson Di for her daugh- down to 40 per. cent,
'
.
worked the flight many &lee.'
--Grove 125 Woodmen of the
and-Mrs. Barry Drew
DEAR ABBY:- After being marrleilior41 years to a dear, ters first birthday.
Did Most Natural Thing
Carousel ice cream and milk
World will have a dinner meet
The airline did the next most "I loved it," Miss Shumaket non. aria, returned home last
sweet, lovely little woman, several months ago she was hit •
I remember one particul-- week after spending the bollcompleted the refreshments. natural thine, ordering up
ing at the Woman's Club Home
with something called "change of life."
a said.
ar flig
‘ht when we were arriving days with Ma Parents. Mr. and
Guests included Master John survey to determine the causes.
at 6:30 p.m.
I found myself living will a complete stranger who only
•••
Morris and his mother, Mrs. That's
many
young pheaa of schedule and we had Mrs. Robert L. Drew o4Bridtc
when
wanted to pick a row with me and go into a tantrum over the
Graves Morris, Master Jody business executives told the le rush dinner, Some of the post, Coats.
The Welcome Wagon Newmost
trivial
matters.
Speight and his grandmother, airline they really preferred
comers Club will Meet at the
, She refused to go on a holiday with me this year for the
Mrs. Thomas Jones, Master having sophisticated women on
Community Center at 7:90 p.m
•••
time, so I went alone, and I m ulf confess I had the best
Mark West and his grandmo- the plane.
The- Dorothy Group of the
holiday of my life. When I came home after 12 days she was
ther, Mrl. J P. Parker
The study also indicated a
First. Baptist Church. WMS. will
not theimealait OW-tome-me.
tJae_flatti.nter of
'attitude*
meet le,' the home of Mn. Lloyd
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
We hardly speak now, and are in separate bedrooms for
since the first successful years
Jacks at ik.311
Notre
M
of
Dame,
Ind,
the first time, I consulted our family doctor and he said my
of the male-only flight Young
• El •
wife would not improve unless she visited him for
business executives, it was
Friday, January 9
treatments, which she absolutely refuses to do. Do you
found,
these days do not want
The Wating Wives Club will
be
identified with the old
recominend
to
a
permanent
separation?
I
am
seriously
'First there
meet with Mrs. Shere Parker
was the
considering it.
BELFAST, IRELAND
sweater girl, then the image of an "executive."
at the Ralph Bogard home,
They are more independent
sweater era. And now RoSouth 16th Street, at seven p.m.
DEAR BELFAST: You took this woman "in sickness and
sanna introduces the super-. than the executives of yesterAll wives with husbands in the
health." This is sickness. Are you sure the memory of your
sweater. In between there , year. Exercising this indepenservice are invited.
holiday without her isn't influencing your decision? Talk to
•••
are tunic sweaters, vest', dence they shun men's clubs
your doctor again and ask for some suggestions on bow to get
sweaters, coat sweaters, and stpecial services, such as
Saturday, January 10
dress sweaters, pants the flight represented.
this once dear, sweet, lovely woman $A go for the treatment
The Captain Wendell Oury
There was something else,
sweaters, , skirt sweaters,
Chapter of the DAR will have
she so desperately needs. Don't desert her in her hour of
long sweaters, and short Even when the load factors
a luncheon at the home of Mrs
need. Her condition may be temporary.
sweaters. Rosanna's cablewere high, rumblings of disconRalph Slow at 12 noon with
coat, one of the supersweatent came from some females
Mrs. Slop, Mrs. Doris Nance,
DEAR ABBY: Our ex-daughter-in-law has refused us the
ters, is either the sweater
writers, politicians and busiMrs. P. A. Hart, and Mrs. J. C.
privilege of seeing our grandchildren. She claims that she
gone long or the coat,. nesswomen who objected to this
Hart as hostesses. Mrs. W. Paul
has spoken to a psychiatrist, the school authorities, and even
-stopped short. Cap it-avitit' special treatment for men.
Hale of Hopkinsville, state
a matching knit beret. - - '•••
to her clergyman and they all agree that it would be in the
znaplain, will be speaker.
Write Protesting Letters
•••
best interests of the children if they were not to see us
Sunday, January 11
anymore.
Members of the Murray-CalloThe children are 8, 10, and 11. Our ex-daughter-in-law
way County Shrine Club and
recently remarried, and our son agreed to let her new
their families will hold their
husband legally adopt the boys. We love these children,
mowthlyulellowship breakfast at
inie,'our son was
and this is breaking our hearts.'
1 .$11; •
i7,11
,
4
the:llipialasalhn at Ilia• am.
• _.0
7:
why should
'la the beat husband and father in the Workt
• • I;
we be punished for his misdeeds?
Monday, January 12
Tell me, Abby, do you think it is in the best interests of
The Bethany Sunday School
GRANDPARENTS
Class of the First Baptizt. the children to deny them seeing us?
BY PATRICLa McCOR34ACK
Church will meet in the home
of
how
your
And
DEAR GRANDPARENTS: Knewing:lathing
NEW YORK (UPI): Those storm doors
of Mrs. Charles Mercer, 1000
to the
room
family
the
those
sliding
doors
from
glass
-say.
Obviously
the
girl
is
affect
he
children,
I
camel
visits
West Main Street, at seven p.m.
patio. And that meat glass -esaa
ea.aesure on your tub. Are they
•••
punishing you along with your sou, which seems unfair. But
made,of "killer glass"?
there are no "rights" for grandparents, and your former
The Theta Department of the
You can't tell just to'
-Murray Woman's Club will have
dustrid, one of 2u produdaughter-In-law is new holding all the tramps.
look. But you should knowa regular meeting at 7:2(Lpan.
cers of tempered safety
-for the safety of your
at the club house with Dr.
glass, testified at the hearDEAR ABBY: I was amused at the letters you published
children„ yourself and any
Evelyn Bradley, Mrs. Ralph
on
the
impotency
who
remarked
from some of those women
ing. Tempered safety glass,
guests ever on the premTeaseneer, and Mrs. Harold
he said, is three 4o-five
of men of advanced age. They brought to mind a neighbor of
Lses.
Eversneyex as hostesses. MemER,Eseears-mr,,E
,•Taine-wherve age ee--*mellowed -that he-had esael
aintee-streager-,
Whei
Maar'Di"
nary glass.
••
GLASS dots
KILLER
talking to his son, I asked, "Why did your dad want to get
•
such a good job of bringing
married again at his age?" The son replied, "11197didult
The Sigma Department- of the
.BE -USED A 100-pound
the outdoors- indoors and
Murray Woman's Club will
WANT to. He HAD to."
weigbt to demonstrate the
sometimes
vice
versa
that
meet at the club house at 7:3(
NEIGHBOR
Yours truly, INDIANAPOLIS
strefftth of the tempered
children dish right through
p.m. Hostesses are. Mesdamei
glass.
them.
The
same
goes
for
get
it
off
you
James Boone, Thomas L. HopkWhat's your probkm? You'll feel better if
when
weight,
The
adults.,
ins, Rob Ray, Leonard Whit.
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box tree, Los Angeles. Cal.
dropped from a height of
mer, John Nanny, and Johnny
Met For a personal reply ~lose stamped. addreised
The glass shatters kid
only three inches, shattered
McCage.
stabs
its Victim-sometimes
envelope.
ordinary glass. But the
•••
with such precision that
same weight, when dropped
death' is irrstantaneout or
height of three to For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
occurs within seconds.
four feet failed-to break
send It to Abby. Box 071111, Les Angeles, Cal. Mel.
Thou' escaping death. --theiempered_produpt.
from dashes through glass
In another demonstrareceive severe cuts. The
tion, a sheet of the glass
4.
U. 916Public Health Service
was elevated on four piers.
estimates the injuries occur
Two youngsters and their
100,000 times a sear new
- tricycle, total weight more
-.and the incidence guts
than 150 pounds, rode
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pritchett Ine great grandmothers.
Miss Margaret Omar, when
up each year.
across it. The glass bent
•••
marriage to Steve, Lambert of of Murray Route Two announce
but did not break.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Banks,
THERE'S another kind- of
Evansville, Ind., will be solem- the birth of a baby boy, Tracy Coldwater Road, Murray Route
glass-tempered
saf et y
nized January 31, was the In- Lynn, weighing eight pounds Two, are the
parents of a baby
glass. When someone hits
spiration for a breakfast recent- 8% ounces, bore on Monday, girl, Tracy -Lee., weighing seven
it, it bends or else it crumly at the heme of, Dr. and Mrs. January 5, at 5:17'p. m. at the pounds 7% ounce*, born on
Murray-Callaway County Hosbles with no sharp edges.
Ralph Tesseneer in Murray.
Tuesday,
January
•
6,
at
4:31
p.
pital.
The state of Washington
They have one daughter, an at the Murray-Calloway .CoIs' among la states that
Hostesses for the party ;were
unty Hospital.
.
*have passed or are con':.
Misses Suaan Temeneer, Jane Yvonne, age three. The father The new father is employed
daring legislation requiring
McDonald _of Cadiz, and Deb is employed at the Murrayjat the Calloway County Lumsafety glaed _glass in buildMathis st Bardwell, sorority Wholesale Grocery Company. ber Company.
siT
ing_ codes. The youngest
sisters of the guest of honor.' Grandparents are Mr. and
I
4
Mn: Lloyd Pritchett of Dexter Mr. and Mrs Thomas Banks
son 'Of' Goy. and Mrs. Dan
I 1
and Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Crouse of Murray and Dr. and Mrs.
Evans last September rn
The honoree wore a green of Murray Route Twot Mrs. Ma- C. W. Johnson of Mounds,
through i a, sliding plate
wird .44..ine, with a poinsettia theny of Dexter tad Mrs. Onie are the grandparents. Great
glass door. The three-year-4
gift- corsage. She was present. Cleaver of Mitiia#:'Cow! we grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
old from,,Washington's iii
„,pile
.,sir Johnson of Mounds, Ilk
ed a gift • of Club alumni
family. suffered a stomarn
••
laceration and deep ga:,11
•
The dining table featured. a
pn his nose.'
Avoidance of such acciclever Signs of the. Zodiac ar,
•
dents is the reason. behind
?easement as the clehtral ap• similar legislation in Finnpolntinent, with red streamers
da, Oregon, Maryjand, Now
extending from a brass., pole,
Janstess can hell) you
Jersey, Indiana, North Carand miniature horoscope books
oltna, Ohio. Wiscop•an,
over, thg tin,xiety of. getat the end of the streamers.
ifornia, Pcnnsylyilnia
i..1
tini-dre.uninted in new
Invited guests included: kiss
the District of Columbia.
sureoundings and make
_Omar, her mother, Mrs. Mtn.
you feel at "Home
gin Omar, Miss Rita Hurd,
S0 M E
I.EGISLATtrits
•weet Home," again.
Murray, Mrs. Wilson Wooley,
feel . The Federal
Murray, Mrs. Dick Smotherman,
She Will liting-,gifts and
Adenini'lrx/tati
ri;ay, Mrs. Roy McDonald,
f-frorn
vital informal
•„in
Elivild
e
r
and the hostesses.
your neighborhood busiitla/cd'1"w"a1 the dang r
„t
ne.ss antl civic leaders.
points 111 !Ionic... if
-fee'
• happened. ticoteetion
(4
,
- Presidential chapel
natiom% Iffl',
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
t
Phone 753-13711
• At beatings ho fire ty,
_
Chapel of the Presidents in the • LIVING THE_LIALUNIOUS LIFE 1,414 utility II.
National
National Presbyterian Church
Product • Safety' in Wa;
.rl.t, b-honot, hula by F:11,4.0)011 V,,n1b.nitorig.. ;at croploy, of
and Center here houses the
ton, If C,,.• the gre.,ic,.1
t.tn. illummn• Socte.Py of NI 1,-olia-1 Awn cf in St roof-. \%Ikkj.•
The Most
Iar61,_,LIL*, 1W, 111/Sgiemt'nt' -- marne • ir4,,in
• Prie-dieu on which President
• Far001/i.Basket
pont? tittle rich dog is' spetifting,
;
itlivri I.
tri the World"),
.chls
• Eisenhower .....kneeled when he.
icor,lin Et . who *art! t
• Ni Opt.
sochly
shatlerint: 4:1•.e • door.'
iliz.oth.
was baptised, after becoming
one, teat (met l't• LAA Nlinoti•
.•
At. N. 1,0e-ila-• of PII; 15.
President
'
tin r,tf'brtntl..t- of !he' fifTEI .
'Thursday, January II
The Kirksey Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at seven p.
The Hazel Elementary,School
PTA will meet at the school at
seven p. in. Miss Ruble Smith
will be the guest speaker.
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club has
cancelled its meeting for today.
The Elm Grove Baptist Church WMS will meet at the church at 1:30 p. in. Mrs. Walton
Fulkerson will be in charge of
the program.
•••
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Howard Conner at 9:30 am.
.
•••
The Cumberland Presbyterian women of the North Pleasant Grove Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Edd (Hover at
seven p.m.
•••
_The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven

Mr. and Mrs. Gayle B.
of Barlow announce the in
riage of their daughter, Mist
Barbara Dorothy Perry, to
on Rushing Hunt III, son of
and Mrs. Leon R. Hunt of
isonville.
The double-ring ceremo4
was performed December 15 at
First Baptist Church in Eliza
bethtown,
The bride attends Murray
State University. The groom is
an accounting major and will
graduate in June from MSU
He
venis treasurer of Kappa
r
)ha
and a member of the Accounting Honor Society at the unl-

)exut.-A611,

ll-Male Air Flight From New Jersey
To Chicago Grounded; Females Wanted

'Rush' wedding?
Send cards airmail!
By Abigail Van Buren

Mr. end Mrs. Hunt reside At
901 W. Mtn Street, Apt. 4,
Rums.

FARMERS
FRIEND
A Mond Lotion for
Rough
and Callousod Honds.

Chopped, Crocked,

PERSONALS

-

APPLY FREW AT NIGHT
RUBBING IN WELL
PREPARED BY

•

HOLLAND DRUGS
MURRAY, KY.

find

• WE ARE CLOSING OUT OUR

Supersweaters

ALL PIECE GOODS

but

ft

Alt NOTIONS

/
ZIPPERS - THREAD
TAPES - JEAN PATCHES
BUTTONS - BUCKLES
BELT KITS - PATTERNS

of yours-

PRICE

- One TatrellENVYTOVELS--by Cone &-Cannon -

Reg. si.59 Sa1e$1.00

One Table'Ladies COTTON SLIPS'
e.

tram a

Tesseneer Home ls-Scene Of Breakfast
For Bride-elect

HOME
Swat HOME
AMON,"

-N.

tdi

it ñ-,

Linda Adams

tya

All Boys ancli Girls Jackets and Car Coats
1/3 Off
All Ladies Dresses
,25% Off
All Lathes Sweaters
Vi.Price
'One RiCk-of Wiles Slacks and Shifts
/2 Price
Boys1Long Sleeve Stay Press Sport Shirts (Reg.'2.99)'2
Boy All-Weather Coats,Zip-Out Lining
-. 1/3 Off
Mèja and Boys Sweaters
Mena Winter Dress Pants
:
1-Mans Regular'5.00 Sport Shirts
Sale'300
Mens Dress Hats: Reg.'12.95
Sale '10.95
,-Reg.
'9.95
Sale' 7.95
Reg. 7.95
Sele
'5.96
Men's Suits and Sport Coats
25% Off
Men's Handkerchiefs
- ' lti for '1.00
BoysSport Coats Reg.Sleeve and Huskies:
Reg. 1144.99
_ '10.95
Reg. '17.99-'12.00
Reg. '19.99 '14.00
Mens *p,ort Hats: Reg.,'3.99
_ Sale '2.50.
,
- Reg.'4.99,
_
_ Sale '3.50
One Rack IVIees Ties:-Reg.'1.50 _ Sale 75*
-- Reg.41.00
Sale 50*'
1 Table Ladies Shoes, values up to410.99 _ _ _ Sale'2.00
1 Table Childrens Shoes, vales up to s6.99--_ _ ".; _ Sale 62.00
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Perry-Hunt Vows
Are Solemnized;
Living In Murray

EOM.

(ips
##
t Vows
razed;
lurray

layle B. Pe
iibee the mat
laughter, Mist
Perry, to
sou of
. Hunt of

ng ceremort)
k.cernber 15 at
lurch in Eliza

tends Murray
The groom is
utior and will
e from biSU
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f the Accountte 'tribe unl-
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3 Off
'
0 Off
Price
Price
9)'2
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Off
'3.00
10.95
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15191:9-Billion Budget Ceiling Somewhat Bloated Now

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States industrial Council

SENSINGTHENEWS

WASHINGTON .(.1p I):
Whatever happened to the
_ $191.9-billion ceiling Congress set on this .fiscal
year's government spending?
Tt's alive, not so well, and
was recently estimated by
the Budget Bureau to have
bloated to about $194.4 bil--lion.
But one of its key backers insists the ceiling, despite its elasticity, has had
a "salutary, effect" in helping keep a lid on the budget.

,_ ..

.

spending plena for the usc$.year by $1 billion.
Having thus paid their
respects to the virtue of
saving, congressmen then
went about their usual business, which is spending.
Nixon now 111;calling attention to Conhless' spending habits and can be ex,
pected to mention it frequently as he suffers the
complaints of voters incensed that the cost of living continues to.climb.

interesten-thelaosring
national debt:
On Dec. 31, the national
debt stood at $371.3 billion
-$6.3 billion more than
the permanent legal ceiling
of $365 billion imposed by
Congress in April. A temporary debt ceiling of $377
billion expires June 30. It
Is almost certain Nixon will
have to ask Congress to
raise the limit on the national debt.

upped an appropriation or
legislated a pension increase
beyond levels contemplated
in the President's original
$192.9-billion spending program for the year, the
budget ceiling would be
lowered to suit.
So as the year went on,
the budget ceiling was recalculated to fit the most
recent congressional action.
In his latest report to Congress, on its closing day,
Nixon said he not only had
shot his $2-billion cushion
but was a million or so
overdrawn. And on the basis of congressional-actions
through Nov. 30 he said his
spending ceiling had been.
lifted to $194.4 billion.

NIXON'S BUDGET Bureau still is taking its final
fix on the ceiling, to accommodate subsequent congressional actions, and believes the ultimate figure
has to be higher. Some congressional experts dispute
this.
Meantime Nixon has let
It be known he- doesn't
think much of the ceiling
anyway, and intends te
spend less than it would
allow him. He told lawmakers recently the ceiling
tended to work in reverse.
He said having fixed it,
Congress lost some of the
zeal for specific, individual
cuts that actually would result in some savings.

throughout the sixties. The New
Left was allowed to grow from
This January marks a signifi- a small faction into a powerful
cant turning point - the close of force.
Eight years of the Kennedy
one decade and the opening of
4 new one. It is fitting to look and Johnson administrations, whback at the trials and tribute- ich relaxed pressure against subAt the start of the decOboe of the 1960s and to look versives allowed anti-American
THE CEILING on spendade, in 1961, the permaelements
'
to
mushroom. Today,
ahead and consider prayerfully
ing was written to be bronent debt ceiling was $285
as we enter the 1970s, we find
THE BUDGET ; ceiling
ken, especially by Congress
the challenges of the 1970s,
billion with a temporary
was" imposed by Congress
but also to the extent of $2
The last ten years have con- near-insurrectionary conditions
ceiling of $253 billion.
1 --iiikly. It was supposed to
Is billion by Nixon to cover
tained both light and darkness. In many cities. Thousands of
Every time Congress
uncontrollable
increases
cut
-P
r
ea
i
d
e
nt
--Nissen-'s------7
revolutionaries
are
allowed
to
The fifties, which preceded them,
VIIIINNON11.11•111..
,
had been generally happy years. swarm into the nation's Capital,
Under the leadership of the late and troops have to be posted in
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, the Capital and around the White
are shown. Although it'is reputed
of the nation.
the American people enjoyed House.
coothiees to increase in papuleIn the 1960s, the lawful auth- As the sixties end, Americans
that RUSSilt enjoys a virtual trade
much security, happiness and
ority
of
cities
and states has
monopoly With the communists
prosperity. There were dark
week, for example, more
have cause for fearing for the fate
bloc nations, the data shows only
dayat_g course. The loss of suffered many blows. Crime is
• three times as many park
theElpublic.
There's
no
nibs.
$8,536,000,000 in imports as
Cuba Was a territory cliq2ster. rampant. Civil disobedience is take about it; the Republic is in
visitors took advantage of the
compared to $26,813,000,000 ImA crusade had been launched trumpeted by revolutionaries grave danger. Anarchy must be
vacation bargain as did during
who
have
gained
a
power
base
ported by the U. S. On exports,
Thanksgiving week last year.
against the Southern states to
arrested early in the 1970s or
By C. F. Smith
Russia ships Out $9,649,000,000
treat them as something less than in famous universities. Armed revolution will sweep the land Parks Commissioner Robert
as compared to U. S. exports of
E. Gable said, "I am truly dethe other states of the Union. "students" intimidate adminis- sweep away the benefits of AmThe Department of Parks'$44
I $31,243,000,000,
lighted that more and morepeopNevertheless , the fifties on the trators and trustees. The Sup- erica's trat11f1on21 freedoms.
Fall - Winter Package VacatiOn
reme Court continued throughout
The
pattern
of
mass
communwhole, were good years.
le are discovering the enjoyment
The
universities
must be cleanssecond
season,
Plan,
now
in
its
the
sixties
to
under
mine
lawfullyThe sixties were filled with
and relaxation which can befound
ed of the nihilists, the nothingDespite the claim, which has ications in Russia also furnishes
disasters. The nation embarked constituted authority and to ex- ness - worshipers who would some validity, that „many Amer- some interesting comparisons, there are less than 81 million during the cooler rennths at seven
on a costly ground war in Asia. tend virtual immunity to destruo. rather burn than study. The pul- icans are ill-housed, they are With slightly over. 104 million radio receivers as compared to of our fine State Resort Parks.
Two Chief Executives, while co. tive elements of every type. pits of the land must be filled much better off than the average telephones in use in the 1.1.
285 million in the United States, Our Package Plan offers an ideal
-------,-there--are less theft 10-ntilliem arertuider 23 million Tr setemy to "get away from ft all
remitting the republic to war Large Wrtions of the news ined- Once again by men of a spiritual Russian:
ia,
esp
tally
electronic
journaland increasing its tempo, refusnature - men who have put aside
This is one of the faetsbrought in use in Russia. But, while in, as compared to the 78 millloo for a few days at a very reased to use American might bleb. ism, have fallen into the hands politics. The appeasers of the out in the new edition of the corn- the U. S. slightly over 77 mill, currently in use in this country. onable cost."
!eve victory. They declined to of committed ideologues who ab- New Left must be removed from Paftscie chart, United States, ver- ion domestic telegrams are dis- And, as anyone knows who The special plan features luxaccept the view of Gen. Douglas andon all fairness in reporting Congress by the electorate. The sus Russia, which is a free pub- patched, in Russia the total is has surveyed the buxom propor- urious lodge accomodations and
over 322 million.
MacArthur, who said "There is the news.
tions of the average Russian deluxe food service for five days
In the sixties, voter rolls in rulers of the union tyrannies lic service publication ofthe NatBut Ivan, the Russian mall lass, they are a heavy potato and four nights, including all
no substitute for victory.'; As
ional
Federation
of
must
Independent
be
brought
to
justice
and
carrier, appears to have a far eating people, the data on this meals from' Sunday evening din- FIRST WOMAN to be a candia result, the natioo'haS paid many states were packed with their' power over the public stri- Business.
the
names
of
persons
who
are
lighter
load to pack than his Item furnishes a great deal of ner through Thursday luncheon, date for governor of Nevada
dearly.
Approximately every five yea.
pped from them.
lacking
in
education
and
who
are
American
counterpart. He only food for speculating on economic at a cost of only $44 per per- will be Mrs. Margie Dyer
In the 1960s, America's milirs, the business organization's
(above), a Reno housewife
incompetent
to
understand
the
tary strength-its strength for
research department collates the handles slighlly more than 6 theories. While American far- son, based on double occupancy.
The seventies will tell whether latest official government figur.- billion pieces of domestic mail mers produce slightly over 15 At this time of year there is who .was active in the cantpeace and freeiom - was serio- issues of the day. The influence
paign- to get American Inusly eroded. The Kennedy and of taxpaying, propertied, respon- the American Republic will sur- es available to compare the ec- while the U. S. postman handles million tons of potatoes, Ivan an unhurried atmosphere at the
dependent Poky presidential
sible
citizens
has
declined
in
vive,
whether
this
historic
exover
75
billion
pieces.
vacationers
Johnson administrations allowed
onomic and living standards of
raises a prodigious 105 million resort lodges, and
periment in representative gov- the two nations. This new edition
Russia has only 616 daily news- tons of spuds. Yet at the gover- find plenty of time to laze away candidate George Wallace on
the Soviet Union to gain nuclear many cities and states.
ernment can endure in an age of Is based on the 1967 figures, papers to the 1,749 in the United nment's officially-pegged prices, before a crackling fire with a the state's ballot in the last
parity with the United States.
presidential election. She will
totalitarianism. The "silent maj- These one-page charts are sub. Stpfes but their combined circul- he- must work 4-/
An effort to oust the communists
1
2minutes to good book or to take part in some
Nothing has been done in the ority" wants the Republic to surfile as a Republican.
Is
or
planned
by
the
of
the
activities
from Cuba was bungled. In Af- sixties to curb
ed- sii°°
88•580,000, 8 minks buy a-pound, while the average
the labor unions vive and liberty to endure. But ject to heavy requests from
other/more
than
in
the
U.
S.
However,
Recreation
Supervisor.
For
rica, the U. S. supported nece that constitute
American worker can buy a pou- park
a virtual state this majority must end its silen- ucational institutions and
due to a larger population, news- nd with only 90 seconds of work. the more adventuresome, there mberland Falls, General Butler,
savage states and applied pre- within a state, who
openly brag ce. It must speak up. It must organizations.
paper readership is actually low- There are many interesting are scenic hiking trails to be Jenny Wiley, Kentucky Dam Villssure against Western.nriented, of their power to
disrupt co- be activist in defense of liberty- On the subject of housing;the er, with 295 newspaper
free enterprise nations such as mmunities, cripple
comparisons in this new chart, explored and a full range of out- age, Lake Cumberland and Nate.
public ser- and individual enterprise.It must 1967 data shows there are 53,- per 1000 population as coni=
c
South Africa and Rhodesia. In vices, and
ral Bridge. Information and refor the student of contemporary door sports to be enjoyed.
paralyze industries. Insist on abandonment of alien 024,000 dwelling units to aeonThe Package Plan will be ava- servations may be obtained by
the Mediterranean the Soviets Ironically, their
mmodate
the
United
States
pop
t°
309
in
Americaeconomic
and
political
systems,
ruthless use of creeds. In the decade ahead,
became a naval power for the power against the public Is
dation of 199,11 000 nwhil
of 35e,
-is0 Despite the development of el- that is available free from De- ilable every week from now thr- calling the park of your choice,
finectronics in Russia to maintain partment NH, National Federa- ough March 26, 1910, with the or by telephoning the Depart.
first time in history. The U. S. anced in large measure by money the American people will need Russia, with a po
all their moral resources in 200,000 there are only 17,300,-their space program not too tion of Independent Business, 150 exception of Christmas week, at meat of Parks' Central ReserBeet was allowed to become ob- coerced from their members
or the struggle to save the Republic
many Russians share
'
in the adw West 20th Avenue, San Mateo the following seven year' round, vation Service. Frankket, Ky.,
solete in many respects.
000 housing units.
At home, confusion increased deemed taiKetemot by the laws from the enemies within.
Resort Parks: Carter Caves,Cu- (502) 223-2326.
Other interesting comparisons vancements made. In the USSR California 94402.
Challenge Of The Seventies

Miming In
US.Better
Than Russia

PARKS PACkAGE
VISITORS/

Taptaltryzi 31/trileit
U.S. HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
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Everybody loves' ern1 Crackle'• Brown Tender Rainbow Trout
- A Treat to Everyonsi Talk

karreNts,Darpar:t7-Ruirrorraten-

GEORGE STOCKTON

SPECIALTY OF CAPTAIN'S KITCHEN

LARGE SEA PLATTER
.
.SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE A FAVORITE OF
THE KITCHEN, AS FAMOUS WITH OUR GUESTS-AS.
ANY FABULOUS DELICACY EVER SERVED THE

PATRONS OF STEVENSON'S a'OLD2ADleHRAL
WINN."
,71
elluive, COOK Seelk.a.r
=
Mat et Herseese
.116Apepoisk Slew,
Ihlho moil Tater Soma)

Hs murders allemed sonAisi all mendmrs

$2.50

Captaues WiteAen

MESSMATES' MOUTHFULS . .RAINBOW TROUT

PHONE 753-4141

W. PAUL DAILEY, Jlt:=■.

$1

$2.00

Children under 12-$1.00

atie-Ilt(ees" Piping Hot, Fillet of torch
special with all Captain kitdseris Yong inommeers

•10.•

$121

.r

Ali HANDS DELIGHT CATFISH
Golden Brown Sweet Catfish Favorite
of mit Southern Crew
BAR

ASS
I.ACK BASS
---ficit-Mouth-Watering goodness in these Juicy Delicious, Block Bass,
Fried to Your Delight in Captain's Kitchen

Childresrender 12

$2.00
$1.00

LONG JOHNS JOZ - FLOUNDER

$2.00
Golden Brown Baby Flomder, a Delight for any Seafood Lover
Children under 12 -- $1j00
BEAMISH BOUND( - SHRIMP
Fresh Tender Shrimp, Fried so golden Brown they qualify fully as the
• $2.50
"Riding Voice of Royal Seafood"
YOUNG JOHN'S
$1.25
12
ender
Children
•
FAVORITES
GAFF'S GLORY -OYSTERS
raft Niels
Al famous and seaworthy as Gaff himself, these Captain's Kitchen
Palmier
Nevem
Cocktail W/Our
$2.50
Oysters
on cracked ice
,fried by our own Redpe
Famous Cocktail
.15 and .20
under
12
$1.25
Children
W/Our Famous
Sauce.,
TREASURE -CHEST - scAuors
Cocktail Sauce
•
Years, too, Scallops Fresh Tender Tempting hien* of Seafood fried
Crusty Brown, served sizzling Hot
Children under 12-$1.215
Golden
TWINS
--TWO-DEVILED
CRABS
TREASURE•
&MVP Pried
-Stuffed generously with frilliriabineet, prepared with just enough ff.
TEA and
spices to make .them appealing for a Pirate, a popular favorite for anyone
Adventuring In good eating
$2.00
COFFEE
Children under 12-$1.25
.15
STRICTLY 'FOR LANDLUBBERS. ••CHICKEN
.
'
And .fried to perfectiOn in the fashion known as Southern In any land OMNI
4
special
Kitchen's
Chicken.
Half
Chicken
Cepfain's
per
servieg_.
$1.50
any sea b.
;WY OUT ORDERS-Generous portions to go at Memo Prices
Children under 12 - 7541
GUEST
TOKEN
Catfish)
6-12
Moonless
Pita!
or
PARENTS
THE
ARE
GUESTI
OP
KITCHEN
LAIL CHILDREN UNDER 6-WHIN ACCOMPANIED BY
CAPTAIN'S ORDERS Out uneaten feed may not
THE KITCHEN
Cilia -SO. WE RESEOfft Elestif 16111,USE SERVICE TO ANYONE--AIM TO ANYONE ABUSING THE PRIVILEGES OF
EAT YOUR FILL
Be removed from Wuhan
of wily have pissed an order - Also all
timisdess must be the same item as original

CHILLED
OYSTER
.75

ONION
RINGS
.50

CHILLED
SHRIMP
.75

BOILED
SH WIMP
$2.75

i,.
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Economic Growth In Tennessee
Valley Centers In Small Towns
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Wall Street
Chatter

12th A

nts in TVA coal comrade, completed reclamation on 2,200 acres of surface mined lands. A
variety of reclamation research
and demonstration projects cootinued across the region.
ertilizer and Agriculture

YORK (UPI)- Stock
NEW
Continued progress was made
development of urea-bas- prices already are reflecting
the
on
the
previous
year.
Economic growth in the Tenn- and new and revitalized commTVA sold 86.4 billion kilowatt- Power revenues totaled $403.3 ed products-expected to produce the expectation of a significant
essee Valley has been centering unity studies.
of electricity in 1969 in million. up $19.5 million over a new generation of fertilizers decline in corporate profits,
hours
In small and medium-size towns, "Armed with the tools of techresponse
to the region's increas- 1968, Net income increased $1.9 with far- reaching significance Shearson Hammitt & Co. notes.
lasting
tradition
of
nology,
a
rather than converging in thelarboth for American farmers and If disappointing corporate prorequirements
for electric million, to $50.7 million,
ing
cooperatie
between
TVA
ger cities like the national growth dose
fits de not materialize, the
total
energy.
The
was
1.7
billion
Operating
expenses
climbed
to
in
food-deficient countries.
pattern, the Tennessee Valley and the people of the region, and kilowatt-hours more than in
distributor demonstration market will compensate for it
The
1968.
$329.8
million,
an
increase
oi
Authority told the President and a zeal for the wise conservation
Work moved ahead on 9.7 mill- $23.5 million. Interest charges Program, in which industry firms quickly; it adds.
Congress today in its 36th annual and use of resources the TennSince security prices tend to
ion kilowatts of new generating were $22.8 million, $4,4 million experiment with and introduce
can
be
'
a
Valley
essee
region
report.
new TVA lead sapgs in corporate profits
ftoertnitheirzersi
capacity,
the
largest
power
congreater
than
in
1968.
The report, covering TVA's,In which economic vitality-and
featured
eatured work by and a recovery in profits could
struction program in TVA's hisTVA increased its power rates
activities during fiscal year natural beauty work hand in
distributors
in 41 states develop in the latter part of the
Included
are
5
tory.
nuclear
and
207during
by
$30
annually
million
1969, points to the balanced eff- hand," the Board reported.
year, "commitments made now
coal-fired units of more than a the year W offset rising costs.lkad Puerto RICO.
3
Navigation
region
to
in
the
orts underway
in selected issues should be
million
kilowatts
each.
Thedistributors
of
TVA
power
maintain a quality environment
The farm test-demonstration rewarding," the firm says.
Work continued on a broad modified their retail rates to
within a vigorously growing ea Nearly 23 million tons of coprcgram was conducted in coop--environmental
of
range
projects
reflect
the
increase.
Automatic
mmercial freight moved on the
onomy.
oration with land-grant univer- The economy will be faced
a TVA-wide effort to adjustment provisions to reflect sides
and farmers In 39 states.
Over the past three years some Tennessee waterway invcalendar as part of
simultaneously with inflation
the quality of life in the the cost of money and the cost
89 percent of the region's growth 1968-a record high for the sev- improve
TVA obtained 5 patents on new and recession in 1970 and labor
Coutinuincluded:
These
region.
of
fuel
are
included
in
the
rates
year.
consecutive
In manufacturing and 56 percent enth
installation of equipment to and became effective for the first developments in 1969, bringing strikes will be longer and more
of its growth in trades and ser- Savings to shippers were es- ing
test
a method of removing sulfur time Shortly after the close of the total to 179. Twelve royalty- widespread, Paine, Webber,
vices employment occurred out- timated at $39.1 million-also a
free licenses were granted. TVA Jackson & Curtis says. Profits
from steam plant stack the fiscal year.
oxides
side the region's five largest new-record- and more than 5
has issued 526 licenses to 308 In the stock market "will be
TVA paid $68.1 million to the
metropolitan areas - far above times the Federaf costs of mOn- emissions; a project to test a
companies for use of TVA-deve- harder to come by," it adds,
means-of
recovering
sulfur
from
U.
S.
Treasury,
Including
a
$15
waterthe comparable ratios for the taining and operating the
loped processes and equipment The firm, however, does not
stack emissions, and continuing
Southeast and the Nation, there. aaL.
million repayment of appropriat- In 463 plants.
anticipate any further market
on
the
studies
ecological
effect
port says. Opportunities in these Anoder remelt P,ist. In.
TVA continued to increase its drop of substantial proportions,
ed funds invested in the power
smaller communities have been vestment announced for thew Ind of heated water discharges by system and $53.1 million as div- international assistance during and says that only favorable
ded waterfront plants tote- thermal plants.
emphasized in recent years
The number of customers ser- idend on the Government's out- the year. Since 1.963, 40 teams news about Vietnam or easier
several TVA resource develop- ed $263 million. Since 1933
by TVA and the local distrib- standing'appropriation investme- of TVA fertilizer specialists - money could trigger a "meaved
$1.8 billion has been invested
ment programs.
most sponsored 'by the Agency ningful" rally.
of TVA power passed the nt.
utors
"Recent migration studies in- in 217 private waterfront plants,
State
and
for
local
International'Developmentgovernments
2
million
mark
in
1969.
dicate that the Valley region has ttiminals and distribution Malreceived $37.4 million from TVA pave been sent to 21 developing
Average
power
use
among
the
Itles.
of
plateau
reached a significant
more than 1.13 million residential and the distriladons of-TVA cow- countries.
economic freedom," the TVA
facilities and improvements on
er as taxes and payment in lieu
consumers
served by the local
BoartiAL4P1rectors Rotes. "In ,Flood_Cohtrol
-taus; The menet was $8.9 TrIbetery Area Development - TVA-lakes by. private interests
Mir
lector
ef
eich
inT
11;800
kilo;
years past, many of its people
and public agencies other than
million more than in 1968.
were forced to leave the region Two floods on the lower Ohio- watt-hours--op 932 kilowatt -touTVA reached some $254.8 millCooperative
action
by
local
in order to obtain decent jobs Mississippi were regulated by rs over 1968.
Forestry
governments highlIShted activit- ion-an increase of nearly $18
the TVA system, averting some
and better living standards."
ies in TVA's tributary area dew million during the year.
Combined TVA and distributor
Today they have a choice, and $337,000 in damages. One flood
Over one million people visitProgram, with a wide
elePmaa1
-Grow
Trees
The
7
-year
Plant
indusand
commercial
the report points out that the reg. control operation on the Tema- sales to
ed Land Between We Lakes,
joint
variety
of
programs
underJobs
campaign
reached
concluo41.6
reached
Ion has had a net in-migration ssee River averted damages es- trial customers
ion, with 600,000 acres of land way to attack problems and act TVA's outdoor recreation and
timated at $36,000 at Chattan- billion kilowatt-hours--UP 8 per- reforested in the Tennessee Va- elxm aPPertimities of mutual In. conservation -education demonstof workers in recent years.
cent over 1968.
"The region's rapid industrio-ooga.
ration in western Kentucky and
Wrest.
,
Total power system input was hey region during the program.
lizatian, the growth of its towns Cumtdatiye flood damage averTvA completed the.,11rst of Tennessee.
suppadditional
forest
will
This
in-an
kilowatt-hours
billion
into cities, the increasing mob- ted since TVA's first project 97.9
Work was ,completed on the
billion over the ort some 4,300 new jobs in wood %our thins and reservoirs plenatidy of its growing population went into operation in 1936 tot- crease of 2.3
the
Bear
in
Creek
watershed
ad
before
the
products
industries
cooweather
flrst 100 units of Piney campall spotlight both the problems els over $369 million. An addii- previous year. Dry generation end of the century,
pf north Alabama.
hydro
and the opportunities inherent ional $150 million in benefits ditions reduced
About 1.3 million acres of Construction continued on the ground --. the first winterized,
5.8
kilovatt-hours,
billion
15
to
in maintaining a quality enviroo- comes from increased values
multiple purpose lims Ford Dam year-round family campground
year's record. Tennessee Valley forest land
ment within an economically via- on 6 million acres of protected billion below last
syste.and reservoir in the Elk River in Land Between the Lakes.
has
been
brought
under
75.6
totaled
generation
ble society," the Board said.lower Ohio-Mississippi land. In Stearn
kilowatt-hours, upi 6 bill- matic forest management by la-Watershed, and TVA proposed Personnel
"National progress has been comparison to the nearly $520 billion
a two-dam water resource pro- hours over 1968 ndowners since 1960.
kilowatt
ion
slowed by an inability to view million in total benefits, TVA's
TVA's new Forest and Fiso-iect in the Upper Duck River
loll
billion
over
7
received
TVA
TVA had 19,493 employees at
total Outlay for the flood control
economic growth and quality
risLaDa
bom
rat
ry
s,
erlvo
.
lted
n, obe
nke2-rea of middle Tennessee.
from other systems eNroires
the end of the fiscal year,a deing as compatible partners, TVA system reached $272 million. watt-hours
generationled
steam
Record
crease of 224 from the previous
Is committed to helping thepeopecreatkm
operations during the year.
a record coal burn of 30.9
year, Of the total, 11,922 were
le of the Tennessee Valley prove Electric Power
complyTVA
coal
suppliers
more
million
... ion.tons-, 3.2
trades
and labor employees,
that the two are not only comThe
investment
in
recreation
reclamation
ing with
requiremopatible, but vital, interrelated
parts of the region's - and the
Nation's - hopes for progress.".
The American economy is
being pushed toward ever greater productivity, the Board points out. "The task at hand is to
guide human understanding and
action so that this growth can
be made to enhance the quality
of all life. This is the movement underway in the Tennessee
Valley today.
"It meets head-on the complex assignment of bringing
man's impressive technological
tools - used so successfully to
fulfill economic needs - to bear
with equal force on the problems
Intim blight a:MN/caste. It
also recognizes that resources
must bthsed-used but not abused-replenished and re-used for
the benefithf Man.
"In the•Tennessee Valley .
there is.flme to act in recogniMan and Wife
tion of the ecological message
May Have
of interdependence among all
things. There is time to deal
$100,000.00
effectively and simultaneously
Insured!
with the cities and their smokestacks and noise and the countryside with its potentially threaten$1,000 or More
ing crop chemicals and vanishing
wildlife.
"Here in the Valley Is the
opportunity,to meet the complex
problems facing the region and,
at the same time, to help solve
'them for the Nation," the Board
added.

ThIA ?alBsisaild'bonme. Policeman dusts family ear fai_prints.
•

"EXECUTION" VICTIMS---"It was an execution," Coroner Farrell Jackscn said of the gunshot murders .of Joseph A.
Yabionsid, defeated candidate for president of the United
Mine Workers, his 25-year-caci_Abishter Charlotte (both
_ shown) and his wife in their home in Clarksville, Pa. "They
did it," said Jackson. 'They did nothing else and then left."
The Yablonskis were muideredin their beds.

SAVERS

JANUARY IS THE MONTH TO
MOVE YOUR MONEY TO US
FOR HIGHER EARNINGS!!

Effective Yield For 12 Months
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KENNEDY AT KOPECHNE INQUEST Folk)wed by a television
_
Kennedy is
camera in the background. Sen. Edward M.
The report cites TVA's efforts
companied by his wife. Joan, to Dukes County Courthouse
environment,
In Edgartown. Mass:. to testify in the death of,..Mary- Jo. to assure a quality
his-caast July,
' _including work in air and water
'Kopo..- 11p.

INSURED
1110 TO

5.32°4

pollutkon control, reservoir ecology, strip mine reclamation,
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Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
Bruce Thomas
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Phone 753 7921

304 W. Main Street
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Hospital Report
ADULTS 100
NURSERY
JANUARY 6, 1970

(Coedlnuod From Page T)

cal Society Sesquicentennial
ad in the collision at 11:50 a.m.
paper. Says he has a lot 01
at Payne and North 12th
ADMISSIONS
birds around his feeder includ
Streets
ing four sets of Cardinals.
James Edward Beard of Paducah, driving a 1964 Chevro- Mrs. Mary Humphries, 1623
let two ton truck owned by W. Olive, Murray; Mrs. Imes Up early this morning eating
Peck Brothers Produce, w a Harrison, 1317 Vine, Murray; breakfast at the Maple Leaf.
Janet Banks and Baby Sat with Joe Colson and Jimgoing north on 12th Street. Mrs
Gory Don Sinter of Murray Girl, Box 366, Murray; Jim Cru- my Hughes, two members of a
Route Two, driving a 1960 Ply- tcher, Rte. 2, Dover,Tenn.; Mrs. popular group, The Saul Syndimouth two door, was going east Diane Dunigan, 1403 Main, Mur- cate.
on Payne Street and collided ray; Brooks Moody, Rte. 1, Murinto the left side of the Peck ray; Master Timothy Henderson, A first impression of these
truck, according to the police 620 Frances St., Joliet, Illinois; groups is that several guys
Mrs. Janice McCuiston, Rte. 6, just stand up there and bang
report
Damage to the Suter car was Murray; Mrs. Wanda Thorn,Rte, away on their guitars and hollon the right front fender and 6, Murray; Mrs. Patricia Hen- er, but those kids work. Joe
hood, and to the Peck truck on don, 512 So. 13th St., Murray; was saying that he had practicthe left side and tire.
Boone Smith, Rte. 2, Asheboro, ed every night this week with
No. Carolina; Harry Shekell,Rte, another member. Jimmy , has
been going to Murray State in
3, Murray.
his spare time and has definite
goals.
Whether it is in the field of
Miss Linda Loney, Rte.2, Haz- music or in some
other field,
el; Mrs. Lola Morton, Lynn Gro- e feel that Jimmy
and his
ve; Mrs. Brenda Miller and Baby .unch will make it.
They are
Boy, Rte. 2, Murray; Miss Sherla 'ous minded young
men and
Overcast, Rte. 1, Bucha T1211.
workers.
-Tenn.; Miss Jan Burton, Rax,116,
Coach Adolph Rapp
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Joyce
spendiirdiffswp guard 14
Rte. 7, Lynn Grove; Miss
McCowan and reserve forward
Good luck to this bunch and
Randy Pool Indefinitely from Amy Miller, Rte. 1, Farmington, may they come through with a
.
Hillman
Lyoos,
Rte.
1,
Murray;
the nationally second-ranked
hit record.
Kentucky basketball team Mir ...Mrs. Nancy Morton, Rte. 2,Murviolations of his curfew male. ray; Donnie Nevdierry, 1415 Now we don't dig what they do,
'The nil* during the regu- Vine, Murray; EdwarliChadwick, since we are the Lawrence
lar week Is titgiall boys must 113 13th St., Murray; Master Welk type,, but we do know,
be in their rooms at 1 a' Craig Chandler, Rte. 5, Murray; they do what they do well, and
clock," the veteran Kentucky Mrs. Opal Hurt, Rte. 1, Kirksey. are hi,gbly yopr
oas.among the
math said. 'These boys were
lounger type
found at an apartment house
2% hours later by the assistHain dish the other night at
ant coaches."
supper time was liver and onRupp added that both Mcions. We never know When to
Gowan and Pool have been
quit on a dish like Ibis.
warned in the pest about In(Continued
From
Page
1)
fractions of the curfew.
"Whether they will be rechill could be expected to last Coffee on a morning like this
instated is indefinite, but they
at least through Friday and tastes particularly good.
are not making the trip to
possibly hto the weekend.
Florida for oui- game there
Florida faced the weather We notice that some weak brain
Saturday," Rupp said.
with tourists in mink instead of drove his car into Howard CritMcCaw/an,' junior from Daybikinis. Fruit pickers raced the tenden's front yard, as well as
ton, Ohio, was a reserve at
frost and citrus growers used the neat -door neighbor. Takes
the start of this season but
smudge pots to protect their silmehody With real purpose in
earned a starting berth with
life to do something like this.
crop.
his hustling play. Pool, a senFour trainloads of Chicago
• r from Oak Ridge, Tenn., commuters were stranded for As the snow melts it makes it
w more action last season
two hours Wednesday in 12-be- seem chillier than it really is
ban he has during the curlow-zero temperatures when a because the humidity is raised
t campaign.
power line snapped in the cold. as the snow melts. When huA Gary, Ind., mother of three midity is high, it makes hot,
accepted a radio station's offer hotter and cold colder.
of a $25 prize for anyone will
leg to walk through its front
door clad in a bikini. When
- ause Wallace
through the 'portals it was 4 heow aro. She mid she performed the stunt "for the money, of
course." •
"Clear skies covered most of
to thousands of school
the nation. Snow or snow flur- holiday
ries were noted in the Great children in the state.
NEW YORK (UP
Stocks
Classes were resumed today
vented at the opening today Lakes region and a storm at Murray High School after
spinning
off
Oregon
caused
gale
moderately active trading.
they were dismissed on WedIn assessing the market's forte winds along the coast nesday due to the professional
iros
Northern
California to
elloff over the past two
Washington. Light rain fell in in-service training day.
essions, one analyst said "noCalloway County High School
the same areas.
ne is very anxious to buy
Four inches of new snow fell and six elementary centers, Alstocks. What Wall Street needs at Muskegon,
ma, Faxon,,Hazel, Zirksey, Lynn
Mich., bringing Grove; and New Concord, have
now is some good, hard news the total on the
ground
to
10
been closed since Tuesday when
that the government is shifting inches Three inches fell
at the three inch snowfall was reward a moderation of its tight Buffalo, N.Y.
corded. The secondary roads. in
monetary policy."
the county are still covered
with snow, but the main roads
After the first five minutes,
in the city and county are ale UPI marketwide Indicator
most clear after work by the
showed a gain of 0.32 per cent
Highway Department.
on 444 issues crossing the tape.
(Continued From Page 1)
Supt. William B. Miller said
Of these, advances outscored
home after work, approached this morning -that the Calloway
declines, 202 to 132.
County Schools will be closed
to offer help.
Among the oils, Union Oil of When be was 20 or 30 feet, on Friday.
California gained /
1
2 to 37%, away, Look said, the car sped
Shell /
1
2 to 457s, and Standard off down the dirt road toward,
OT California
to 5%. Cities the bridge. He said he was cer1"1"Yith "L"
tiOMIRER
Service added 5/8 to 40%, while tain it was the same car pulled and containing
the number
Occidental and Jersey Standard from the pood tbe following "7". Kennedy's car
was a 1967
ere unchanged at 21/4 and morning with Miss Kopechne's black Oldsmobile
sedan with
62/
1
2, ,respectively.
Texaco, body in it.
registration L78607. The only
jgalned /
1
2 to -30% on a tiock of Asked how he knew thfs. other car at the cottage
that
Look
replied
that
he
was
cer,30,000 shares.
tain that it was a black sedan' night was a rented white Valiant.
U.S. Steel rose /
1
2 to 35. witfre Massarhusetts registraehem was steady at 26.
In the automotive grouti,
al Motors eased /
1
2 to
9/
1
2, Ford % to 41. Chrysler
unchanged at
General Electric picked up %
1
2 to
to 74,but Honeywell lost/
143%, and IBM % to 388.
Control Data was unchanged at
Fairchild
was
118%, as
Camera at 89. RCA rose 14 to
National Cash
33%, and
Register /
1
2 up to 139. Texas
„LAOS
bnitruments eased '4 tia'13114 .

Hawaii Only

Round
Mom'

lb.980
lb. $1.28
lb. $1.18
BONELESS RUMP ROAST _ _ lb. $1.08
HEEL OF ROUND
lb $1.08
ALI, BEEF HAMBURGER _ _ _ _ lb 59°

Swift's Canned Meats
4 cc $1.00
VIENNA SAUSAGE
7 wrs $1.00
POTTED MEAT
Yukon Club Soft Drinks

Federal State Market News
Service January- -Al- 1970 Renew*, Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 10 Buying
Staiions.
Receipts 522 Head, Barrows
and Gilts 75t-S1.00 Higher;
'Sows, Strong to Mostly 500
Higher.
US 2.3 200-240 lbs $2925-28.23;
US 2-4 190.2tss 327.25-27.75: "
US, 24 190-246 lbs 127.26-2.7.75;
UR 24 240-2601Ss S2615-2725,
34 260-280 lbs $26.26-26.78;
IOWA: - •
274300 lbs T.21.50-22.50;
l'S' I-3 300-500 lbs V 00-21 50;
L.S...24-400-6110 -Rot

1112. HIT TARGETSON CAMBODIAN BORDER

001 NHON
NHA TSANG

Vine Ripened
Red Ripe

•

This Week!

TEMPLE ORANGES
10 'R

BANANAS

2 Count
Pkgs.
-

BLUE RIBBON

-

A&P's
Canned

POTATOES
A&P's
Ahoy Pink
Size Cans

DETERGENT
3luta:: $100

A&P WHOLE KERNEL CORN
A&P CREAM STYLE CORN
A&P APPLE SAUCE
A&P FRENCH STYLE fiREEN BEANS
A&P SULTANA TOMATOES
COUPON

*

Kolex Sanitary'Napkins

rs

ri

20-LB. BAG

Green Giant
Niblets

NiNC
N HOA

Large Size

lb 100

DMZ "INCIDENTS"
PASS 10,000 IN
14 MONTHS SINCI
BOMBING HALT

DONG
1401
4111111P"

. 69e

ONIONS

Time Element

FIGHTING
OUICKENS
BETWEEN
GA HANG,
AN HI?A

Medium Size

Jumbo
Yellow Sweet

Today's
tock Market

Purchase Area
Hog Market

- EGGS

— SOUTH
=VIETNAM
12 V111 CONKS —

TOURING.AGNIW
TELLS SERVICEMEN
1,4 VIETNAM'INIEY
MA1ft MR SACKING
Of ALS AMERICANS

WORTH 64) Off
purchase of one okrof Bonus pkst. of 56
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TVA News Letter.
MUSCLE SHOALS, Alabama —
With funds provided by a new tion per season. Also, foliage
n and killed seedlings can be
appropriation act, the Tennessee
Valley Authority will move ahead roblems with heavy rates ofappon development of processes to lication.
Experiments show crop yields
make two experimental fer
ers that may begin the next gen- om a single application of SCU
eration of improved plant food are equal or superior to multiple
materials for the American far- applications of soluble fertIlb
ers, cutting fertilizer costs and
mer.
One of the new materials is labor. SCU appears to have great
ar ea - ammonium phosphate, It potential for use on forage crops,
could be one of the most versat- turf, sugar cane, pineapple, forile fertilizers ever developed. est tree seedlings and other croUAP can be made in a wide Ps.
range of grades containing up to The new Public Works Apprfor
60 percent plant food. This can opriations Act includes funds
the
mean savings for farmers throu- TVA to start facilities at
Development
gh higher plant food content and National Fertilizer
tower delivered cost than for the Center here that are the key to
new
present fertilizer mixtures it final development of the two
These
would replace. Tests of IJAP urea - based fertilizers.
Indicate that it has potential for materials already have beentest.
plants.
helping solve food deficits in produced in small pilot
started
be
to
facilities
The
overpopulated and developing
plant
-Nations as well as providing a are a modern ammonia
solo-desirable fertilizer for general and a unit to produce urea
lion. TVA awarded contractslast
crop use in the-11.-S,
and cooAnother experimental materi: summer to engineering
designing
for
firms
struction
si, sulfur-coated urea , looks building the two facilities. and
Onpromising as a fertilizer that
is expected to
will release its nitrogen slowly site construction
the arnmbnthroughout the growing season. begin in late 1970 for
of 1971
Nitrogen fertilizers now in ia plant and in the spring
unit.
solutions
urea
tl2e
for
common use are completely solo.
TVA engineers are designing
We. They give a rapid but relatmake the
ively short-term response, re- a third unit that will
This
quiring more than one applica- final fertilizer products,

Mayfield Girl
Is Victim Of
Meningitis
MAYFIELD, Ky., Jan. 7—Private funeral rites for Cynthia
Ann Hopkins? le-year-old Mayfield girl who died of spinal
meningitis at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah, Tuesday everting, will be conducted at 10
a.m. Thursday at Hopkins and
Brown Funeral - Home, Wingo.
The Rev. John Hardy and the
Rev. Boyd Burgess till officiate.
The child w a s apparently
stricken with the disease on
Tuesday, Dec. 30, and admitted
to Mayfield Community Hospital
the following day. On Jan. 1, she
was transferred to Western Baptist Hospital, where the Illness
was diasgnosed as spinal meningitis.
Since that time, a second
youth, Jimmy Disque, 14, a student at Wing° High School, has
been stricken with the same
disease and is listed in "critical"
condition at Community HospitaL

a TINE; —
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Japan's EXPO '10 May Draw 50 Million
#'
By RAYMOND ,WILCOVE
.
94,4,11111.:0

-

Central Press Association
Correspondent

— OSAKA, Japan —On terrain
just outside Japan's great commercial metropolis, bulldozers
and other heavy construction
equipment and an army of technicians and laborers are erecting Asia's first world exposi-

UAL It

tion.
Here in 1970 an estimated
50 million visitors, including
about 1 million from abroad,
will travel on air-conditioned
moving roads installed in huge
transparent tubes; climb a perpendicular wall with the aid of
anti-gravity motors; ride fin
trains operated by. electronic
computers; and speed at 50
miles per hour on a $2.2 million
,---futuristIc roller coastert
"41Prhese are qnly a few of the
thrifts, excitement and glamor
promised for EXPO '70, the six.month Oriental extravaganza
which will open March 15.
• • •
THE exposition is being erected in the Senri Hills, northeast
of this city of 3.2 million people,
on 5r5' accea, cir Whit- Was "Mrinally a collection of rice paddies and bamboo forests. Some
will enable TVA to demonstrate - 70 nations, including the Unite
to industry—that production is
States, are expected to particiatititeeo
practical on a commercialscale,
Witte.
this
home
of
Mr.
the
is
creatLon
at.
of
STYLE,
SNOWOMAN,..FLOMOA
and to produce enough
The central theme of the ex:
new materials for extensive tesia--,- and Mrs. Howard Fogerty in Pittshurgh. The bewigged and
position is "Progress and Har
bikini-clad lass is the work of their daughter, an artist in
mony for Mankind." The entir
ing by industry and farmers.
Model of the Symbol Area of Japan's 1970 exposition.
exposition is being' designed
the Sunshine state, who was visiting them.
This is the same procedure TVA
tomorrow,
cities
of
model
of
a
introduce
past
to
visitor
to
in
the
the first level where and equipment will be comput I
has used
complete with futuristic ide four areas will be clevaa
many of the.advancestt Walk
ized.........h.—.zenante4controuu4
fre—e—
**brearrnidoicrIncome fiind pay of thanspatatiolirralrifr
airest beginnings of life, moving stages and 'sections of
er materials and processes that
roads
moving
air-conditioned
nature,
the tax due by January 15th.
technology and man, in- seats that will move from one
are now in general use nationally.
These farmers or fLshesmen and how to harmonize urba cluding a spherical screen on attraction to another.
preservation
o
with
the
growth
Like all expositions, this one
have to file their income tax rebeauty.
which will be depicted the be- also will have
its amusement
turns and pay the balance due in nature's
POPE CRITICAL
« *
ginnings of life. .
a r e a,,estimated to cost from
full by February 16th, to avoid
.After steeping himself in the $10 to $14 million,
MOVING ROADS will lea
fncluded
an addition to their tax for under- from all gates to the Symbo past the visitor v.111 take -floe
VATICAN CITY (UPI)— Pope
Ims column of questions and payment of
estimated tax.
Paul VI, who has often praised
visitors will loo escalator through the base of the will- be a mammoth thrill-ride,
Area,
where
answers on federal tax- matters
into the past, present and fu Tower of the Sun, up around the EXPO '70 version of a roller
science for bettering man's
Is provided by the local offices
tilte. The central part of th the Tree of Life with its ani- coaster, which will run on 10
welfare, criticized it Tuesday, of the 112 S. Internal Revenue
Sy.mbol Area will be covere mated models Of the evolving routes weaving through the area
saying it had weakened and Service and is published as a Delectable
by the world's largest transipar forms of life -from the simple and carry 5000 persons an hour.
deadened man's spiritual sense.
public ,service to taxpayers. The Stuffed mushrooms make
feet long, 49 amoeba through the dinosaurs.,
"It even dares to say God is column answers questions most delectable party fare. With a ent roof, 3,200
feet wide, and 32.8 feet thick, to the fir'st prehistoric man — The Daidarasaurus ride ( derived
fresh
dead," the pontiff told several frequently asked by taxpayers. damp cloth, wipe 20-25
supported at four places 98.4 to the top level inside the giant from the Japanese "Diadara'Mushroom caps. Reserve stems.
thousand persons gathered in
Q - I paid someone to help me Blend together 1 (434-ounce) feet above the ground by steel transparent roof for an insight bocchi," legendary Nipponese
St. Peter's Square for an with a holiday party. 4,1MM I
into what man and his world giant, and the Latin "saurus,"
pillars:
can of chicken spread and 2
Epiphany Day blessing. "No,
The towers will rise through may be like in the next cen- for lizard ) will extend 5.2 miles.
paid subject to the. Social "Sead- tablespoons of tomato paste.
God is not dead. The sun has rity tax on household employees'?
the three levels of the Symbol turies.
• •
Divide among mushroom' caps
• • •
not been extinguished."
A Probably' not. The tax- on and sprinkle tops with parme- Area: the 198-foot Tower of the
INCLUDED also in the SymSun, flanked by the smaller
Man has been Waded by an household employees only appsan cheese. Bake about 15 minawareness of science, the Pope lies when 'cash Wages of $5fl.or utes in preheated 400-degree Tower of Motherhood and Tower bol Area will be the' Omatsur' INCLUDED also in the amusesaid. "Our eyes are closed and more are paid to a person for, oven. Sliced or chopped re- of Youth, symbolizing the evo- Hiroba, the Festival Plaza, the ment area will be "Fantastic
do not see the divine dawn household-services during a thr- served stems may be used raw loution and ceaseless energy of mailio center for the perform- 'Land," designed to give visitors
ing arts where 12,000 persons
which come over the rational ee-month calendar quarter.',t In salad or as garnish for soup man.
• • •
will be able to watch each per- of all ages and tastea" a chance
horizon."
vegetables.
oh
A MOVINGapath will take the formance. The plaza's, facilities to enjoy unusual experiences.
It what you paid the person

•

4140, 11110041b

a

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

Whitney N. Seymour Jr.

Robert M. Morgenthau

PRESIDENT NIXON Is in...something of a pickle over the post
of U.S. attorney for Southern New York. He wants to appoint Whitney N. Seymour Jr., a Republican, to the job.
It is held, however, by Robert M. Morgenthau. a Democrat,
and he has the support of New York's two Republican
senators and the mayor of New York Cits also itepublicah
'

THE TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP
Is Having Their

Fall & Winter

CLEARANCE
PRICE
Party Dresses
Rack of Suits and Dresses
All Wixil Skirts, Slacks.:andSweatets
AtilVool Shorts
k I I (:ts

.ONE GROUP..OF DOUSE SHOES$60.
41ffY HOUSE SHOES
_.,
ALL NYLON ROBES
1NE REP -Of -PASTEL DRESSES

yaks.

— — Now

Only $2.00
$2.00
Off
A OFF

Our New Spring Suits, Coats and Presses
Are Arriving Daily
Come in and chose yours early . . . , use
our lay-away plan!

TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP
.6.
Mae Hute,-oWner

••••••••C

.

obilvtartd center

you hired to help out at the party
came to $50 or more, then pay
would be -liable. You also would
I be liable if you had employed
' the same person other limes
this fall and your total payments
artiounted to $50 or more during
October, November and December.
1T-se 'Form 942, Employer!s
Quarterly Tax Return for House-,_
hold Employees, to report and
pay this tax by February 2,
1970. The. tax rate is 4.8 percent for the employer and 4.8
percent for the employee.
When. is a year-end: dividend on stock taxable, the yilar
it is dedared or the year if ,
received?
A - K dividend, like other.
come, is generally taxable th _
year 4 is received. In the tape
of year-end dividends,. the stock-'
holder usually doesnl receive
his check until the following year.
This -would make the dividend
taxable the year following the
024- in which it was declared.
Q - Does inherited property
have to be reported onmy income
tax return?
- A - No, this does not have to
be reported. However. if the
property is sold latest for more
than its fair market value when
the ciecedent died, then the ., -ain
on the sale has to be reported.
Q - I have an expense a count
and make several business trips
a year for my company. How rio
handle this for tax purposes?
A. - As a general rule, include
reimbursements and allowamns
for travel, etc., expenses inyour
income. However, you do riot
have to report this on your tax
return if- you account to your
company for your expenses.
If your reimbursements exceed rate expenses then the excess MuSf be reported
' as inf'oine,
on your return, If your allowable
expenses exceed your reirr.hiz.
sements, report the reimturse.
ments as income, but also rigduct the expenses.
Q - My husband is 1n4,44..arn„
Are we required to file a return"
A - No, you may wait until 180
days alter he leaves, Vietr.os before sending in your joint 1'69
come tax return.
If you do want to file a loint
return earlier because you ire
expecting a refund,
the space where your ti
would sign that tie 1.

`e,
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GOES TOO FAR
OFFICERS TO MEET
shift,
Night
wanted.
CURB HOP
MEXICO CITY (17P1).-A
WASHINGTON (UFO- Staff
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. in., male or
thief first stole Francisco
Washing-.
from
female. Apply in person to Dari- military officers
Perez' television set. Then he
Castle, Chestnut Street. No ton and Saigon will meet in swiped Perez' daughter.
TFC Honolulu Jan. 12 to 16 to work
phone calls please.
Perez returned from work
a further
out plans for
his 16UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY. A withdrawal of 50,000 U.S. troops Tuesday and was told by
year-old daughter Luz that
mature executive type concern- from Vietnam.
Martin Vega had
neighbor
ed about his future. A sincere
The withdrawal, announced
POR
stolen the family television set,
desire to succeed, life time sales last
set for
and
month
police said.
position, no travel, excellent
SPECIAL • S ALE .. Reese starting salary plus commis- completion by April 15, will
Perez dashed to his neightotal
and My Sin Spray . . $3.00, lim- sions. "Equal Opportunity Em- bring to 110,000 the
house but was unable to
bor's
reduction of U.S. forces. There
ited. Holland Drugs.
34-C ployer
Call Dave Dumfind Vega or the television set.
540,000 men there last When Perez returned home,
443-8785 or send resume to were
HAY FOR SALL Phone Joe mer
Drawer 691, Paducah, Kentucky summer and now U.S. strength police said, a younger sop
3-10-C
Conley 753-1284.
34-C numbers about 475,000.
reported Vega had run off with
SUPER A FARMALL barter.
Lus,
'sit la
Rubber hired wagon complete. WANTED: Lady t° b4b5
my
bane.
Apply
at
412
Syca3-14-C
Telephone 753-3970.
more, after 5:00 p. m.
1S-P
:Mead to;talsedurs Puzz6s
HELP WANTED

SOW**
Th
POR EAU

INAL ISTATII POR $ALE

NOTCH
FOR RENT
IT'S A BARGAIN-Yes this BELTONE factory fresh bier- THREE-BEDROOM brick house PIANOS, GUITARS, Ban)os and
real neat brick home located in ing aid ball:arias for all mkt 1% baths, fireplace. 7 months others. Christmas special, used
a new subdivision has been re- hearing aids, Wallis Draw
sub-lease. Available Feb. 1, Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
duced in price for a quick sale.
TFC $160.00 per month. Phone 753- Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy NI,
It has central beat and air
J-10-C Phone 527-8055, Benton, Ky.
4891.
built in range, carpeting and
Jan.-114
unfurnTWO-BEDROOM
house,
nice big lot plus carport.
CERAMIC TI LE
ished,
REGISTERED
centrally located. Call
Irish setter pupcan be bought for only $15,
Remodel the front of your
TFC
Ed's Food Market.
3-12-C pies. Phone 753-1748.
000.
office or business building
ANOTHER ONE that is
with decorative ceramic tile. TWO-BEDROOM trailer. College USED ELECTRIC bass guitar
right is located only one
Also featuring marble van- boys preferred. Phone 753-1778. and Hoover vacuum cleaner.
frocp MSU campus. It has c
ity tops, shower doors, and
34-P CULTURED PEARL necklacei WANTED: Working partner to
3-8-C Phone 762-2748.
peting, three bedrooms, living tub enclosures, porches and
EIMWD
Imported from Japan. Price manage Baker & Baker EmACROSS
room, den, kitchen and dining, patios.
440.t1lit
OMB OULIDUCOMU
ONE-BEDROOM trailer for cou- FOR SALE or Trade: Farm or drastically reduced,
opening soon
, 75% to
7•Isbykoden Pam
300G
MUNN
gtility and garage. It's on
ple only or one person. Apply log truck. Good tires, 1% ton 80% savings. $40.00 to $2500.00 in Murray. Low investment. PoI Edible Seed
-114ijsge.
Complete Til. Shower
4.Rents
00 0130 DOMM
:shady lot and is priced to sell
after 4:00 p. m. at Dill's Trailer Ford, $125.00. Phone 733-4684. Call 753-4974 or 753-3865 for ap- tential earnings lat year to
Over The Tub With Sliding
911,0dime
9-Crafty
OND 00M MOW
as owner is leaving town.
1014wisilen
J-9-C pointment. Not available after $15,000. See Cecil Cobb, owner 12-Skill
Court. Located at Murray DriveGlass Door, Installed For
OR
IMMO
13-Growing out el
TRANSFER A 6% LOAN-fl
In Theatre entrance.
TFC
ONLY $149.00.
January 12th,
3-12-C Baker & Baker Employment 14-Golf mound
OROMM OMB
.11
Kerstate
GE
solid
MUSTANG
three bedroom brick has a V.
Service,
1023
W.
Broadway,
Phone 753-4516
15-Come back
THREE-BEDROOM frame dwell- ns with two speakers. Has stand
A. Loan which can be transferMayfield, Ky., 247-1501. 3-8-C 17-Reach
Indian
H-1TC ing. Electric
19-Greek letter
heat, tub and child Phone 753-6015 before 12:00
red, the monthly payments in1s-creen
OBV
AUCTION ,IliRke
bath, living room, kitchen-din- noes or after 8:00 p. m. 3-8-C
AVON CALLING- Don't just 20-Brvalve
20
-Place
cluding insurance and taxes are
mollusk
ing
21
Build
Gaelic
think
combination.
21
about
being
Located
a
on
1970
CALENDAR
RepresentUS
BOU
Deak
AUCTION
Stands
SALE:
only $113. It has carpeting, elecSaturday Jan_TRIZE NEW hut nd machines. uary 10, 1910
23-Meadow
22 Warning
6
tric heat, shady lot and carport. end refills are now available at 1 in north Hazel. $70.00 per
starting at 11:00 ative-Be one-Act Now-Write 24 In addrtion
device
Phone
machines.
M&M
Two
th.
Phniu.
a.
ny.
492-8273.
J-8-C
at John R. Used Fursd-- or call Mrs. Evelyn L Brow; 27-Rodent
This is a nice house and has re- the Ledger & Times Office Sup23
Cover
44 Pigpen
3-8-P ture.
35 Rumor
474-2384.
ply store.
Entire stock must be 'old. Avon Mgr., Shady Grove Road, 28 Strike
,TIT4C
cently been redecorated.
25 Floats in air
36 Finish
45 Pedal digit
Marion, Ky. 42064, phone 966- 29-41alICIOUS
Some
26 Beginning
antiques.
Eagles'
nests
37
46-Chart
camAuctioneer,
KM
Joe
35
USED
ONE
GOOD
LIVE INEXPENSIVELY-You ELECTROLUX SALES & Serburning
HOSPITAL BEDS
28 Cut of meat
39 Hebrew
47 Shdrt.saarliP
34-C 30 Man's
3.11.0 3363.
era. One allay overcoat with Beetles.
can Nye in one side of this du vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky, C.
festival
29.4.imb
48 Period OS
walkers, tr
nickname
wool Mier. Two pair of class
plea -and let the other side make M. Sanders. Phone 382.3176
Prohibit
40
Engine
31
time
WANTED:
Nurse's
aide,
exper- 31 Insane
eeicrutthes, oxygen, com- "A" uniforms; one winter and
42 Witaiaxid
32 A state
51 Greek
most of your payment. Located Lynnville, Kentucky. Jan.-204
ienced with elderly patients, 32-Macaw
etc.
WANTED
modes,
TO
BUY
letter
43 Spar
labbr
one summer. One extra pair of
near downtown and has one
morning shift, age 25-80. Mod- 33-Conjunction
For Salo Or Rent
pants for each. Phone 753-3056.
bedroom, bath, kitchen and
ern air conditioned one floor 34-Ricochet
HOLLAND DRUGS
3-8-P WANTED to buy at once-600 building. Phone Me,adowview 36-Shade tree
dining area, and living room on
Phone 753-1462
barrels good yellow ear corn. Retirement Home, Farmingtoo, 37-Exist
one side and two bedrooms, livDid You Know
.11,045..23-VKILialack_ahd white
36,41icamaceiar
ing room, dining mom, and bath
?Highest
pricer Paid. CalUlierar311S21/11"
waste
That
14-C
T. Y. Excellest condition, $59,on the other. This place also
-SortImprovement- As39 Nahoor sheep
OLVIE MATHIS
n
&
1115.1
.140
-gin
00
house,
TWO-BEDROOM
frame
WANTED: baby sitter, day and 40 Choicest
has a double garage and is
scc.ati:'n, phone 753-2924.
Is The
j444 night. Must have own transpor- .41 Sat fog portrait
newly decorated, newly carpetpriced to sell at less than $12,Service Manager
43-Deface
ed. Phone 753-1836 after 4:00 RICHARDSON Mobile Home, 12'
tation. Call 753-8973.
3-94 44-Stowed
000.
at
away
3-8-C x 53', two bedrooms, semi-furnp. m.
room brick house has central
DWAIN TAYLOR
"WAITRRSS WANTESI; Maple 46-See soldier
heat and air,.' built in applian-Rocky hill
CHEVROLET, INC.?
NICE FURNISHED apartment ished, central air. Also washer SKELTON IN HOSPITAL
Leaf Cafe needs a -waitress at 49
_ ,
50-Rockfish (pl )
ces in kitchen, two baths, famIf you need "Soryko"
for three or four college boys. and storm windows. Phone 753once.
If
interested
please
apply
of
52-Organ
ily room, living room, carpet3-0-C
Call 753-2617
hearing
Also nice private room with kit- 8314.
PALM SPRING'S, Calif; in person at the restaurant
ing throughout, garage, utility
-Conjunction
53
chen privileges. Phone 753-5865 INCOME LIMITED???? Reduce (UP!)- Red Skelton was
3-10-C
3.0-C 54-Burst forth
room and a large lot. It's locatdas, or 753-5108 after 4:00 p. your Medical expenses. Let us satisfactory condition today at
55-Resort
ed conveniently for schools and
TFC quote a price on your prescrip- Desert Hospital, where he is
m.•
stores and is nice in every way.
WANTED TO RENT
DOWN
FOUR BEDROOMS can be'
HOUSE and apartments for rent. tions. No obligation. Uncle Jeff's being. treated for an upper
Discount Pharmacy. All pre- respiratory ailment and brooch- WANTED: smart furnished e
. 1-Equality
found in this brick house. It WOULD LIKE for someone to Call 753-5079 or 753-7861.
2-Before
also has air conditioning, car- take over payments on 1966
3-12-q scriptions filled by a Registered
parbnent, rent reasonable. Con3-Bear witness to
Pharmacist-Save With Safety. Skelton entered the h030311 tact Mary at 753-1916 before
peting, two bathe, biult-in range, Ford Galaxie. Real nice, good
4Milis of Zeus
,
.14C Vonday and was evaded,- to 5:00 y. m.
large family room, drapes, util- tires, all power and factory air. ROOM FOR FOUR girls. Air- Open Sundays.
5-Hostelry
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, ne.
IMO
ity room, and a study or work Low monthly payments. Phone conditioned, electric heat, Priremain there mail next week,'
vate
entrance,
753-9444.
cooking
privileg347C
room. There is outside storage,
es, 1603 College Farm Road,
carport patio and a shady lot. WE HAVE
several vacancies at phone 753-2377.
Located near schools and stores. the present time
for sick, eld
FOR RENT-A suite of offices erly patients-old
age assist- TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- PEANUTS
for rent. There are three rooms ance patients
(JHEN YOU'RE ELECTED Fe THE
accepted. Meadow- partment with den and kitchen
and the lights, heat and air Con- view Retirement
Home on Mur- combination. Married couple onHEAD BEAGLE FOR A 5PECIAL
ditioning are furnished. The ray Highway
121 near Farm- ly. Located 100 South 13th
A55I6NMENT, q00 HAVE NO TIME
offices are all carpeted and
Street,
Ky.
Kelley's Pest Control.
3-9-C
are ready for occupancy now. ington,
FOR GIRL;
J-10•C
us if interested.
you have property for sale
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
--Or if you are interested in buyWe Are Now Selling
g property see us today at
ONE OF. •• Calloway County's
COUNTRY HAMS
BERTS REALTY, 505 MAIN
mod ,elegant three bedroom
at $1.10 Lb.
REET or call 753-1651. REAL
homes, has real large family
TATE IS OUR ONLY BUS!with fireplace, beautiful
asom
good
that
We still have
3-84
kitchen all built-ins, worlds of
country Sausage
closets, two garages, bath heatCE two-bedroom house, $12,ed. This house is five miles
MEAT
SHROAT'S
00. Now renting for $125 per
east of Murray. Can be twilight
MARKET
*loath. $3000 down, monthly
with or without extra land.
109 North 5th Street
payments $69.78.
4
Shown by appointment only.
DUPLEX APARTMENT one
Phone 753-2953
BRAND NEW three bedroom
•islock from University, $22000.
TFC brick veneer • in Camelot Subunit
''Erich
rents for $125 per
division. Central heat and air,
month. Live in one apartment
large family room. Truly a nice
and rent other apartment, $12,medium priced home.
600 cash, balance $77.53 per
ATTRACTIVE two bedroom
month.
SIRVICES OFFERED
brick veneer on north 17th
THREE-BEDROOM brick near
Street. Nice carpet,, large livUniversity, $31,000 with $1,000 FOR YOUR home remodeling, ing rocm, -carport and outside
down and balance at $165.00 per additions and repairs. Free estigarage. On a real pretty lot. ReMonth. Shown by appointment mates. Call 753-61=. Jan,-20C
duced, owner leaving town.
only. John Pasco 753-2649.
SAWS FILED, electric heat= THREE BEDROOM in Kings3-10-C and all mall appliances repair- wood ,Subdivision. Central heat
*EDUCED for quick sale. Own- ed. an R So. 12th St., 75341007. and air, large family room, douer leaving Murray, January 1st.
Jan.4( ble garage, two baths. Reduced
for quick sale.
•
Two-bedroom home with extra.
WE HAVE two new duplexes
large living and dining room.
Newly redecorated. Shag car- PROMPT and guaranteed wash- almost finished. Two bedrooms
peting throughout, beautiful er, dryer, range, dishwashet on each side carpt, utility and
draperies and wall paper, elec- and refrigerator service. Paul's have large transferable loans.
Jan.-19-C -IN GATESBOROUGH Estates
tric heat and aircoreditioning. Phone 753-0665.
-Sew Frigidaire appliances, in- DUN-RITE Roofing and Siding we have three new homes. All
Nudes range with self-cleaning Co. Shingle and roll roofing and are three bedroom and have
even, refr:gerator with vertical repairs.
siding. central heat and air, carpet,
Aluminum
-Omer and automatic ice mak- Guaranteed workmanship. family rooms and are priced for
air, also dishwasher and garbage Phone 489-2425.
Feb.-3.0 quick sate.
NOW THEY DO. BUT WHEN IT
IT:5 AN HONOR
TWO BEDROOM frame on two
disposal. This is an interior
WA$ HAPPENING,YOU SHOwEr,
THE GOVERNOR 15 AN)00toS TO
TO SHAKE YOUR
decorators home and must be WILL STAY in home with eld- acres of land. Real cute little
NAME A SUCCESSOR 70 THE -ATE
EvER1 AMERICAN WHAT IT
lsANDr 4tY BOY.
seen to be appreciated. 920 N er!) lady or couple. Call 7=- place and priced right.
MEANS TO BE WILLING 10 FIGHT
FULLY FURNISHED cottage at SENATOR THFt0GMAY, MR-SCRAPPLE.
18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753 6135.
FOR
1419
COuNTRy AND LOVED
Panorama'Shores. Near the via- NATuRALLY, HE WAS IMPRESSED
4775 after 5:00 p. m. for apONES.
ter and has full basement This BY YOuR BRAVERY AGAINST
pointment.
Jazi.-23-C
THE OUTER SPACEMEN
place is a bargain.
••114
tOTS FOR SALE: Lots near
BEAUTIFUL four bedroom near
AUTOS POR SALE
lifniversity zoned for apartdown town.' Here is a place
ments. One corner lot 93' a '67
500 Cuabotn,'best worth the money. Come by and
"trsT.,,,irs"1
Um"- zoned for duplex, $4650; offer oyee
$700.00. Call 480- take a look if you need a house
One lot 90' x 149' zoned-for 2425.
with
a
lot
of room.
3304
duplex, $4500; one lot 00'
FOUR BEDROOM frame on
f49' zoned for duplex.„..$275; 1956 PLYMOUTH, good
••
en- large wooded lot near Univer‘11.11.1111.1
r
1
tie lot 131' a 150' zoned for gine and automatic transmis- sity and has been reduced for
•
'P'ree apartments, $5240; one sion, $75. Call 435-4171,•or af- quick sale.
Lovely two story home on Ford
ltd. 160' x 150' zoned for four ter 8:30 p. m. 753-8612.
I
Road. Wooded lot and ikeauti/a •••
*artments, $8000. Special JanI Ps. 00_a.,4,116,...../
C 1•76,
Fe** 9,4W.
FORD
four-door,
Galaxle,
1963
ful
interior
and
has
two
uary offer to builders: 25%
car
.."••••siet
down, balance three months V-8 automatic. Almost like new. garage.
Phone 438-2323.
34.0 THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
lobo Pasco, 753-2649.
J-10-C
on Belmont Drive. This is a
-.eat nice medium priced home.
NEW THREE BEDROOM, large
NOTICE
family room, -beautiful kitchen,
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PRE-DI K-SHUN1 Sadie Hawkins R IGMTtwo cargarage.
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WE NEED new listings. Call ii**
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Day yo'll both
for an appraisal on yOur proa.
- bö Caught-ftperty. We will sure try to sell
Open
it for you.
FOR ALL To:11JB IteiLista*
30
9
3
30
Friday
Tuesday
needs come by or call GUY
1 4
Saturday
SPA1991 REAL ESTATE AG- Closec1 Sundays ENCY at 518 West Main, National Hotel Building. Business
OFFERING ALL SERVICES.
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Peanuts®

by Charles M.Schulz

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
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Lil' Abner

HORNBUCKLES BARBER SHOP

by Al Capp

p.0

THE LEDGER

British Teacher Strike
LONDON (UPI): The National Union of Teachers
has told its 290,000 members to stay home from
their classrooms Monday. when the Christmas
tion ends, in support of an across-the-board vacapay
raise.
The teachers want a $325-a-year raise.
British teachers earn a basic wage of
year. If they work 14 years, they make a $2064 a
of $3840, but only a small percentage ofmaximum
teachers
are making the maximum.
Wildcat strikes in November led to government
formation of a committee to arbitrate a wage
increase. The committee offered a raise of
$240 a
year to the lowest-paid teachers, with
progressively
less to teachers earning more. Specifically,
for
every $36 above the basic wage, the offer
would
shrink by $2.40 to a minimum of $192 for
teachers
who earn $3060 a year or more.
The teachers rejected this and before the
days their tactics were to strike in areas with holiheavy
concentrations of working mothers, thus hoping to
affect the economy. Most industiries, however,
supplied babysitters and created or expanded
nurseries
so mothers could stay on the job.
Prime Minister Harold Wilsonl government
has
set a 4.5 per cent limit on wag! raises
and the
government ,fears a chain reaction if the teachers
get more money.

TIMER
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Computers
Hunters Honied
And Milk
OULU, Finland (UPI) 1)A V IS, Calif. (UPI)
The hunters are hunting the Computer science is
the 'basis
geese and police are hunting for a modem
revolution iii milk
the hunters.
production.
The Oulu area is al favorite
"Most of the recent impro
resting spot for migrating geese ments in milk
production are
and hunting them is forbidden due to electronic
data procesein spring and summer. However, ing." says Clern
Pelissier, Univerpoachers are plentiful and offi- sity . of California
Extension
cials are cracking down to avoid dain man.
a repetition of last year, when
Computers are being .used to
several hundred geese were il- evaluate bulls,
to plan feed mixes,
legally killed. The local game to improve
breeding efficiency
association -is offering 100 marks and to
keep track of the many
($24) reward for every poacher
records needed in a modern dairy
bagged.
management system.
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I‘r
WATCHING FOR THOSE GUNBOATS—Standing on Mt. Carmel in Haifa, Israelis oo
ou
sea in the hope of spotting five gunboats reportedly sailing across the Mediterranean from
France to Israel. The vessels were slipped out of France despite an embargo
by the French
government
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MUSLIN
SHEETS.- Curtains
Cannon

Bedrests Contours

ed Solids and Prints for
Monticello sheets of fine oll-cott9n muslin.

bility, all fitted

sheets

hove

exclusive flex-o-matic

Join fashion with durastrerCh

edges to

keep

any

Waterfall Str.i-pe •wifb—
Arm and Carry Handle
in assorted col ors.

Room in the House

sheets smoothly tout.

72x 108 TWIN FLAT
or
39 x 75 TWIN FITTED

CANNON

MATCHING 42 x 36

PILLOW CASE
SLIGHTLY HIGHER

PRICES

PRETTY! PRACTICAL!

BATH
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deluxe assortment of
prints, jacquards, solids in an array of colors to
match arty bath.
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State Parks Commissioner
Robert Gable said reservations
by mail or telephone will be honored on a "first - come, first
- served basis. "He added persons interested in accommodations for the 1970 summer moot.
hs should make reservations as
soon as possible.
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Motorcycle
licensing
Effective

to eliminate the unqualified
motorcyclist from the road.
"Even thc ugh motorcycle registrations ircreased from 23,883 in 1967 to 27,389 during
1968," he said, "it is interestbig to note only 10.619 applirants have passed the examia
ation for a motorcycle endorsement."
This means about 17,000 perBy Leonard Kimball
Sag sons have either haled the exFRANKFORT, KY.
:Wane, -arrhir-affelfirpf
what you will about Kentucky's
motorcycle safety equipment take it or were ineligible for
an endorsement because they
and driver licensing law, but
were under:age, he said._
nashow
is
it
clearly
fees
the
"Another and equally importbs lives.
"Although the law went _into ant factor in that dee
;Pierce said, "is the requirement
effect only 18 months
for proper safety equipment."
says Kentucky State Police
Although there has been conCapt. Harold Pierce, who heads
siderable controversy about the
up the Ks Driver License
Examining Bureau. "we are able need for safety helmets, he
to show it has been doing the said "we feel that many injuries would have been fatalitjob it was meant to do."
Under the law, which first ies if the-srictims had not been
took effect on June 13, 1968, wearing those helmets."
Kentucky has not made any
every motorcyclist must now
pass a vision, written and road study to determine how many
skill test before obtaining a mo- serious head injuries were protorcyclist's endorsement on his bably avoided through use el
automobile operators license. the helmet, Pierce said, but a
Previously, anyone having a va- study recently made by Washlid automobile operator's license ington state authorities seems
could operate a motorcycle to leave little doubt the helmet
without ever being tested on does play an important part in
reducing he number of deaths.
his ability.
According to the study, conSafety equipment provisions
of the'kw followed guidelines ducted after passage of a law
set forth by the federal govern- requiring the wearing of helment under the National High- mets by Washington's motorany Safety Act of 1966. One cyclists, deaths resulting from
of the most frequently-attacked serious head injuries were cut
features of the law has beon more than half — from 28 to
the requirement for wearing of 11 — during one 12-Month period.
safety helmets.
Although reportable property damage accidents did climb Double Duty
about 23 per cent between the
CHEYENNE, hyo. (UPI) first eight months of 1968 and The Wyoming Department of
the first eight months of this Public Health is probably unique
year, Pierce said, it is "parU- in that it not onry ;bust
carry
cularly significant" the more out statutory and
governmental
serious type of accident—those programs on the state
level bat
resulting in fatalities and in- also
provide services at the local
Ouries — have declined.
level that ordinarily would be
During the first eight months
carried out by local health units
of 1968, there were 21 people
Wiled and another 177 injuied, in more densely populated states.
The divisions functioning unPierce said — that contrasted
with the sure period this year der the Wyoming Departinent of
when fatalities dropped to 13 Public Health are the division of
crippltd children, division of maand injuries-te 127.
Pierce says he feels-certrin ternal xrid child health, division
the drop in deaths and injuries of dental health, division of preIs a direct result of testing re-. ventive medicine, division of sanaulrements which have belied itation and division of nursing.
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